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The brain is a complex organ and its response to the mechanical loads at all strain
rates has been nonlinear and inelastic in nature. Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB)
high strain rate compressive tests conducted on porcine brain samples showed a strain
rate dependent inelastic mechanical behavior. Finite Element (FE) modeling of the SHPB
setup in ABAQUS/Explicit, using a specific constitutive model (MSU TP Ver. 1.1) for
the brain, showed non-uniform stress state during tissue deformation. Song et al.’s
assertion of using annular samples for negating inertial effects was also tested. FE
simulation results showed that the use of cylindrical or annular did not mitigate the initial
hardening. Further uniaxial stress state was not maintained is either case. Experimental
studies on hydration effects of the porcine brain on its mechanical response revealed two
different phenomenological trends. The wet brain (~80% water wt. /wt.) showed strain
rate dependency along with two unique mechanical behavior patterns at quasi-static and
high strain rates. The dry brain’s (~0% water wt. /wt.) response was akin to the response
of metals. The dry brain’s response also observed to be strain rate insensitivity in its
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elastic modulus and yield stress variations. Uncertainty analysis of the wet brain high
strain rate data revealed large uncertainty bands for the sample-to-sample random
variations. This large uncertainty in the brain material should be taken into in the FE
modeling and design stages. FE simulations of blast loads to the human head showed that
Pressure played a dominant role in causing blast-related Traumatic Brain Injury (bTBI).
Further, the analysis of shock waves exposed the deleterious effect of the 3-Dimensional
geometry of the skull in pinning the location of bTBI. The effects of peak negative
Pressure at injury sites have been attributed to bTBI pathologies such as Diffuse Axonal
Injury (DAI), subdural hemorrhage and cerebral contusion.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

The brain is one of the most critical organs of the human body during lifethreatening and injury sustaining accidents. Traumatic brain injury (TBI) due to
mechanical insult of the head is a leading cause of death and life-long disability in the
United States. The Center for Disease Control (CDC) has estimated that, on average, 1.4
million Americans sustain TBI every year, 20% of which are the result of motor vehicletraffic accidents. Nearly 50,000 people die of TBI each year. Around 5.3 million
Americans currently have long-term disabilities after sustaining a TBI. Some of these
long-term disabilities are linked to functional changes affecting thinking, sensation,
language and emotions (Langlois et al., 2006). Direct and indirect medical costs related
to TBI amounted to an estimated $60 billion in the United States in 2000 [Finkelstein et
al., 2006]. This estimate does not include other expenses incurred by families and friends
of patients who sustained TBI. Similar statistics of TBI resonates among most European
nations as well. On an average, for every 100,000 patients hospitalized, 235 were directly
a result of TBI (Tagliaferri et al., 2006). Epidemiology reports from China have indicated
that TBI is the number one cause of death among all traumatic injuries. In contrast to car
crash related TBI in the US and Europe, majority of TBI in China resulted from
motorcycle accidents (Bruns and Hauser, 2003; Wu et al., 2008). For the patients and
1
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their loved ones, the physical and emotional costs of permanent disabilities are deep and
impossible to quantify. Thus, TBIs have a deep impact on our society and require
effective protective measures to curb consequent injuries and disabilities [Thurman et al.,
1999].
In order to develop effective protective measures, better knowledge of injury
mechanisms and a better understanding of the biomechanics of injury development in the
brain are needed. In the past few decades, clinical and experimental studies have been
carried out to advance the understanding of pathophysiological mechanisms following
TBI. These studies were conducted at macroscopic as well as microscopic levels of the
brain. With the advent of modern computer technology, uses of sophisticated finite
element (FE) models of brain and head have provided insightful information in the study
of the biomechanics and pathophysiology of TBI. Even though current FE models
contain detailed geometric descriptions of anatomical components of the brain and head,
they lack accurate descriptions of the mechanical behavior of the brain. Without an
accurate representation of thermodynamics-based Internal State Variable (ISV)
constitutive models of the various components, the predictive capabilities of these FE
models are limited.
The primary goal of this dissertation is to understand the mechanical behavior of
brain at high strain rates and to calibrate a CAVS in-house ISV-based constitutive model
(MSU TP Ver. 1.1) that predicts the mechanical behavior of the brain under direct and
indirect mechanical loads. The calibrated material model was then used in Finite Element
(FE) model of the SHPB setup to study the mechanics of the stress waves at high strain

2
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rates. Further, the MSU TP Ver. 1.1model was implemented in a FE model to simulate a
real world blast scenario.

3
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CHAPTER II
BRAIN ANATOMY AND TRAUMATIC INJURY

The human brain is the most complex organ of our body and is the control center
for the central nervous system (CNS). It is the organ responsible for cognition,
perception, attention, memory and emotion. It controls our posture and movements. Apart
from our voluntary actions (conscious awareness), it involuntarily coordinates the
sensory system, heart beat rate, blood pressure and body temperature.

Figure 2.1

Schematic diagram of basic neuron cell body
(Courtesy: http://www.nida.nih.gov/JSP3/MOD3/images/neuron.gif)

4
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The brain is protected and supported by the scalp, skull, meninges, and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). It is mainly composed of grey and white matter. The grey matter is
primarily composed of cell bodies of neurons, often termed as nuclei or ganglia, and their
dense network of dendrites. The grey matter includes the center of the spinal cord and the
thin outer layer of the cerebral hemispheres, commonly known as the cerebral cortex.
The white matter comprises mostly of the fibers (axons) which connect neurons. The
axons are surrounded by a fatty insulating sheath called the myelin sheath, which gives
the white matter its distinctive color. Figure 2.1 illustrates the basic neuron design and
structure. The main regions of the brain are the cerebral hemispheres, cerebellum,
diencephalons, and brain stem. A schematic diagram of the different regions of brain is
shown in Figure 2.2.

Cerebral Hemispheres
The cerebral hemispheres, collectively known as cerebrum, are located on the
most superior part of the brain (Figure 2.2). The cerebrum makes up for 83% of the total
mass of the brain. The outer part of the cerebrum, known as the cerebral cortex, is
composed of 2-4 mm thick grey matter. It accounts for 40% of the brain mass due to its
convolutions. The cerebrum is responsible for conscious behavior, motor function, the
sensory system, and association abilities. The inner part of the cerebrum is composed of
white matter. It is responsible for communication between the cerebral cortex and lower
regions of the CNS. The basal ganglia are associated with controlling muscular
movement.

5
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Figure 2.2

CT scan of a sagittal section of the human head (Kleiven, 2002).

Diencephalons
The diencephalons consist of the thalamus, hypothalamus, and epithalamus. It is
centrally located in the forebrain. The thalamus acts as a relay station for sensory inputs.
It also mediates motor activities, cortical arousal, and memories. The hypothalamus is
responsible for the body’s homeostatic balance (which is maintained by autonomic
nervous system). It also forms the limbic system or the emotional brain. The epithalamus
connects the limbic systems to other parts of the brain.
6
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Brain Stem
The brain stem is structurally similar to the spinal cord. It consists of grey matter
surrounded by white matter fiber tracts. It consists of the midbrain, pons, and medulla
oblongata. The midbrain connects higher and lower brain centers through fiber pathways
and contains the visual and audio reflex and subcortical motor centers. The pons is
mainly a conduction region and its nuclei contribute to the regulation of respiration and
cranial nerves. The medulla oblongata helps in maintaining the body’s homeostasis. The
nuclei in the medulla oblongata are responsible for regulating respiratory rhythm, heart
beat rate, blood pressure, and several cranial nerves.

Cerebellum
The cerebellum is located in the dorsal part of the brain, behind the pons, and
medulla oblongata. It has a thin outer layer of grey matter, internal white matter and
small, deeply situated, paired masses of grey matter (nuclei). It is mainly responsible for
coordinating the movements of the body.

7
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CHAPTER III
CONSTITUTIVE MODEL CALIBRATION: COUPLED HIGH STRAIN
TESTING/FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION

A Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SPHB) is a novel experimental setup to test and
study the mechanical behavior of the brain at injurious (high strain rates) loading
conditions. Hopkinson (1914) first conceptualized the experimental setup of the
Hopkinson bar. He analyzed the impact of the Hopkinson bar at various rates (213.36,
377.95 and 609.60 ms-1) to quantify the pressure experienced by specimens. Kolsky
(1949) then implemented the SHPB technique to study the dynamic behavior (from 100 s1

to 10,000 s-1) of a variety of materials, namely Polyethylene, Rubber, Polymethyl-

methacrylate, copper and lead. Kolsky (1949) studied the material behavior under
unconfined compression. Studies on friction effects and radial inertia (radial effects)
during high strain rate tests were presented by Daves and Hunter (1963) and later by
Malinowski and Klepaczko (1986). 2-D verification of these corrections was given by
Bertholf and Karnes (1975). Gary et al. (1995) and Zhao et al. (1996; 1997) were the first
to use viscoelastic bars rather than the common metallic ones. This allowed for a much
better impedance match to the foam being tested and much higher fidelity in the results.
Zhao et al. (1997) invented a new technique to measure strains greater than that
constrained by the length of SHPB.
8
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Studies on in-vivo animal brain specimens and in-vitro cell cultures show that TBI occurs
above 20% strain at strain rates exceeding 50 s-1 (Bayly et al., 2006; Pfister et al., 2003;
Geddes et al., 2001; Bain and Meaney, 2000). Cheng and Bilston (2007) employed a
friction coefficient in a poroviscoelastic model for modeling stress relaxation behavior of
bovine brain. They found that the material properties for the poroviscoelastic model were
on the same order of magnitude as those obtained through frictionless boundary
conditions. Prange and Margulies (2002) noticed almost no differences in the anisotropy
related to white and grey matter. A study by Tamura et al. (2007) reported high strain rate
tests at 1, 10 and 50 s-1 under compression. Tamura et al.(2007) also conducted
experiments to study heterogeneity (anterior versus posterior) and directional (first
superior-inferior direction samples in the anterior and posterior parts of the brain, then
medial-lateral versus dorsal), anatomical and temperature (frozen and non-frozen
samples) differences. They found negligible differences due to the above mentioned
heterogeneity. Song et al. (2007) investigated the initial peak in the mechanical response
of soft biological materials when tested using a SHPB. They studied whether the initial
peak is an experimental artifact or an intrinsic material behavior. They determined that
the initial peak was a consequence of the radial inertia due to the axial deformation
acceleration stage (that is, when the strain rate was not constant).
Reported strain rates for dynamic shear tests on animal brain samples range between 0.12000 s-1. Furthermore, most reported, strain rates for compression are below 50 s-1 in the
quasi-static range and above 1000 s-1 in the dynamic range (Pervin and Chen, 2009). To
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effectively model TBI conditions, the material properties of the brain in the range
susceptible to traumatic injuries need to be understood.

Sample Preparation
Porcine heads of healthy pigs were procured from a local abattoir in Maben, MS.
These porcine heads (covered in plastic wrapping) were then stored in an iced container
(~42oF) and transported to the Mississippi State University College of Veterinary
Medicine, Starkville, MS. There, porcine brain samples were extracted and stored in
containers filled with Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). The PBS solution was chosen,
because of its similar osmolarity and ion concentration as CSF (Prevost et al., 2010).
These containers were then stored in a cooler (~45 oF) and transported to the Center for
Advanced Vehicular Systems (CAVS) for sample preparation. Standard bio-hazard safety
protocols were followed. Using a cylindrical die of 30 mm inner diameter, brain samples
were extracted and cut to an average thickness of 15 mm (Figure A.3). This gave an
aspect ratio of 0.5, which was based on the work conducted by Gray and Blumenthal
(2000). Brain extractions and dissections required approximately an hour for completion,
and all compression experiments were conducted within three hour post-mortem. In all,
twenty porcine brains were used for testing, with thirty five extracted viable samples that
were tested. Due to the loss of samples in the experiments (sample problems, incision
errors, variation in cross-section thickness and unsuccessful testing), results of twenty six
samples (that came from fifteen porcine brains) were successfully obtained and used for
the following analyses. Details of the samples obtained and porcine brains used along
10
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with testing conditions are given in Table 3.1. No preconditioning was performed for our
testing as specified by Fung (1993) as quasi-static preconditioning has no meaning for
high strain rate testing as conducted in this study.

Table 3.1

Details of samples, animal numbers and testing conditions at each strain
rate.

Strain Rate (s-1)
50
250
450
550
750
Total

Sample
Number
6
4
5
7
4
26

Animal/Porcine
Brain Number
3
2
2
3
2
15

Temperature/Pressure
(oC/MPa)
20.85/0.1
20.85/0.1
20.85/0.1
20.85/0.1
20.85/0.1

SHPB Experiment
The cylindrical specimen was placed between the incident and transmitted bars,
and the striker bar was launched to strike the incident bar using a pneumatic pressure
system. As the striker bar impacted the incident bar, a compressive wave was generated
and propagated down the incident bar, where it reached the specimen. At this point,
when the stress wave impacted the incident bar-specimen interface, a portion of the wave
was reflected back into the incident bar as a tensile wave. The remainder of the
compressive wave was transmitted through the specimen and into the transmitted bar.
The incident, reflected, and transmitted waves were measured by strain gages located on
the incident and transmitted bars. The setup was implemented with polymeric (versus
11
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metallic) bars, because of their benefit in eliciting smoother, more noise-free curves
(Dharan et al., 1970). A more detailed description of the SHPB setup and manufacturer
information is presented in Appendix A. Incident, reflected and transmitted strain
measurements, at different strain rates, were then used to calculate the mechanical
response. DAVID Viscoelastic, developed by Gary et al. (1995), was used to post-process
the strain measurement data to obtain the mechanical response of porcine brain
specimens. Inclusion of viscoelastic dispersion for SHPB rod wave formulation and
implementation of methods specified by Zhao et al. (1997) enabled us to obtain dynamic
force equilibrium during the test. The formulation used for evaluating stress-strain
behavior in DAVID Viscoelastic is described in Appendix A.
The experimental data obtained from the SHPB tests were presented as mean true stressstrain data ± Standard Deviation (SD). Statistical analyses of three parameters, namely
the tangent modulus, peak stress, and strain at the peak stress, were conducted using the
SigmaStat 3.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL). A One Way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) method was used for statistical analysis on the three parameters, with a HolmSidak test being used for post-hoc comparisons. A paired student’s t-test was used to
calculate the mechanical difference between the three parameters at different strain rates.
For p < 0.05, the mechanical difference at various strain rates, for a particular parameter,
was considered to be statistically significant.
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Finite Element (FE) Simulations
The Finite Element (FE) setup of the SHPB was akin to the experiment. The
striker bar was set in motion to initialize the FE simulation. The speed of the striker bar
corresponded to that in the SHPB experiment for a particular strain rate. When the striker
bar came in contact with the incident bar, a stress wave was set in motion (Figure A.1).
Thus, the stress waves that arose from the striker bar’s impact on the incident bar gave
different levels of applied pressure. The applied pressure then became the boundary
conditions that gave rise to the different strain rates similar to the experiment. The striker,
incident, and transmitted bars were treated as elastic materials. The Young’s Modulus
and Poisson’s ratio were 2391.2 MPa and 0.36 respectively. Figure 1 gives an overview
of the FE model that simulated the SHPB test.

Figure 3.1

Schematic of Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) Finite Element (FE)
model, which implements a quadrant of the SHPB setup due to its
cylindrical symmetry. (a) An overview of striker, incident, and transmitted
bars and sample in FE model. (b) Zoom-in of the specimen along with its
dimensions. The loading direction is along negative z-axis, which
corresponds to the 33 direction in the stress tensor.
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In Figure 3.1, the loading direction is along the negative z-axis and the loading
direction stress (which is compressive) is denoted by σ33. Mesh refinement study for the
FE model was also conducted to analyze the convergence of ABAQUS/Explicit solutions
(Simulia Inc., 2009). Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show plots of incident and transmitted strain
measurements, respectively, at different mesh resolutions. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 illustrate
that for a mesh of above 12,432 elements, FE solutions are invariably independent of
further mesh refinement. Therefore, the number of elements included were 47300, and
the type of elements used were regular hexahedral.

Figure 3.2

Plot of variation of incident and reflected strain measurements from Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) due to mesh refinement. The element type for
this study was regular hexahedral. Four cases of mesh refinement varying
from 4,703 to 3,111,000 elements were considered.
14
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A specific constitutive model, MSU TP 1.1 (Bouvard et al., 2010), was used to
capture the elastic and inelastic response of the brain material. A summary of the
constitutive equations is shown in Table 3.2. The constitutive model (MSU TP Ver. 1.1)
presented in this paper captures both the instantaneous and long-term steady-state
processes during deformation and could admit microstructural features within the internal
state variables. With the microstructural features, we can use our internal state variable
model so that eventually history effects could be captured and predicted.

Figure 3.3

Plot of comparison of transmitted strain measures from FEA analysis due
to mesh refinement. The element type considered for this study was
regular hexahedral. Four cases of mesh refinement, varying from 4,703 to
3,111,000 elements, were considered.
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In the absence of the microstructural features, other constitutive models should be
able to show the non-uniformity of the stress state under the high rate loadings exhibited
here, since no varying history was induced. Data from high strain rate tests were used to
calibrate MSU TP 1.1 using a 1-D MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., 2010) version of MSU
TP 1.1 (material point simulator). The model calibration was two-fold. The first step in
calibration was performed such that the experimental and FEA strain gage data analyzed
through DAVID Viscoelastic were in good agreement (Figure 3.4). In the second step of
calibration, the strain gage measurements from the SHPB experiment and FE simulation
were also correlated.

Table 3.2

(

Summary of the model equations for MSU TP 1.1 (see Bouvard et al.,
2010).
Term/Function

ψ = ψ C , ξ 1 , ξ2 , E

σ=J

e −1

e

e −1

β

)

τ = J F S F eT
ˆ
∂ψ
S=2 e
∂C
τ 1 = R e M1 R eT

2 
M = 2µE e + K − µTr (E e )I

3 
e

F = F e F p , F e = R e U e , E e = ln(U e )
∂ψˆ
∂ψˆ
κ1 =
κ2 =
∂ξ 1
∂ξ 2
∂ψˆ
α=
∂E β
F p = D p F p
devM 1
1 p p
Np =
Dp =
‹ N
devM 1
2
with

Description
Free energy

Cauchy Stress

second Piola-Kirchhoff stress

Kirchhoff Stress (elasto-viscoplastic part)
Elastic Law (Mandel Stress)
Deformation Gradient

Stress-like internal state variables

Flow rule
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Table 3.2(continued)

(


 τ− κ1 + κ 2 + α p π
γ p = γ 0p sinh 
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1
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Equivalent plastic shear strain-rate

DEV (M − α ) and

1
π = − Tr (M )
3

*
ξ ∗ = g 1 − ξ  ‹ p
0
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 ξsat 

ξ 
ξ 2 = h1 (‘ p − 1)1 − 2  ‹ p with
 ξ2sat 
1
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Tr (B p ) and B p = F p F pT
3
β = R (D p β + β D p ) and β ( X,0) = I
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 ξ 
ξ 1 = h 0 1 − 1*  γ p
 ξ 


1
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1

p
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Figure 3.4

*
0

S1

*
sat

}

, λ L , μ R } {α p , ξ10 , ξ 20 }

Polymer chain resistance to plastic flow

Polymer chain crystallization at large strain

Evolution equation of β
Material constants

Comparison of experiment and Finite Element (FE) simulation σ33 for
porcine brain sample compression at 750 s-1.
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Figure 3.5

Comparison of incident, reflected, and transmitted strain measurements in
a Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) for experiment and Finite
Element (FE) simulation. The error bands in the experimental
incident/reflected waves represent standard deviation.

Figures 3.5 shows the comparison of the experimental and FE simulation strain
gage data. The experimental and FE data have a strong correspondence. Thus, correlation
was performed for both strain measurements and the stress-strain of the specimen. It is
noteworthy here that the material point simulator, being 1-D, gives a 1-D stress state for
calibration; while the stress state in experiments and FE simulations were 3-D. The
difference in the loading direction stress σ33 between the material point simulator,
experiment and FEA is due to the presence of a 3-D stress state in the experiment and
FEA (Figure 6).
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Figure 3.6

Comparison of experiment, Finite Element (FE) simulation σ33from strain
measurements, FE sample complete average of σ33, FE sample center-line
average of σ33, and material point simulator for porcine brain at 750 s-1. FE
simulation σ33 results were calculated by post processing FE simulation
strain measures through DAVID Viscoelastic software.

Hence, the model calibration was performed through an iterative optimization
scheme where model constants were varied appropriately until the experimental and
specimen volume averaged FE simulation σ33 matched. The values for the material
constants for MSU TP 1.1 are found in Table 3.3.
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Table 3.3

Values of material constants for brain material using MSU TP
1.1Viscoplasticity model.
Model Constants

Values

μ(MPa)

25

K (MPa)

12492

γvo(s-1)

100000

m

1

Yo (MPa)

8.2

αp

0

λL

5

μR

0.0493197

Rs1

1.4

ho

47.2095

ξo1

0.75

ξ*sat

0.01

ξ*o

1.2

go

0.3

Cκ1 (MPa)

0.4

h1

0

eos2

0

esats2

0.4

Cκ2 (MPa)

0

Thus, FE simulations were used in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT (Simulia Inc., 2009) to
further analyze the different components of the stress tensor, similar to the way a
specimen would undergo deformation during a SHPB experiment. Two specimen
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geometries were used for conducting FE simulations, namely cylindrical and annular.
The annular specimen had an inner hole with a diameter that is 30% of the specimen
diameter. The thickness of the cylindrical and annular specimens was 15 mm.

Results
The calculated loading direction stress-strain results for five strain rates are shown
in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7

Experimental true stress-strain behavior with associated experimental
standard deviation error bands for porcine brain specimen under high
strain rate compression. The specimens used were cylindrical with a
diameter of 30 mm and thickness 15 mm.
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Note that the uncertainty bands illustrate a wide error band, particularly after 10%
strain. Figure 3.8 gives the variation of the material response due to location of the
sample extraction, namely the right and left hemisphere. Although the location variation
is noticeable, the uncertainty in the material response slightly overlaps.

Figure 3.8

Experimental true stress-strain behavior with associated standard deviation
error bands for porcine brain represented by the right and left hemispheres
of the brain at 550 s-1. The specimens used were cylindrical with a
diameter of 30 mm and thickness 15 mm.
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Table 3.4 presents the variations of the tangent modulus, peak stress, and the
strain at the peak stress over the strain rate range 50 – 750 s-1 along with the p-value. The
three parameters were obtained from the mean true stress-strain data. Table 3.5 records
the regional variations (right vs. left hemisphere) of the tangent modulus, peak stress and
strain at the peak stress at 550 s-1.

Table 3.4

Comparison of three parameters obtained from the true stress-strain
response of porcine. The strain rates included are 50, 250, 450, 550, and
750 s-1.

Strain Rate (s-1)

Variable
Tangent Modulus
(MPa)
Peak Stress (MPa)
Strain at Peak
Stress

50 s-1

250 s-1

450 s-1

550 s-1

750 s-1

p-value

7.90±2.23

4.77±4.08

8.96±3.34

13.9±6.24

14.8±14.6

0.137

0.0186 ±
0.00770
0.00235±0.
000400

0.0418±0.
0155
0.00876±0
.00410

0.110±0.02
25
0.0123±0.0
0400

0.214±0.0
979
0.0154±0.
00570

0.319±0.21
3
0.0215±0.0
0670

less than
0.001
less than
0.001

p< 0.05: significantly different; p> 0.05: significantly indifferent.

Table 3.5

Regional comparison of three parameters obtained from the true stressstrain response of porcine at 550 s-1. Regional variations were studied
between samples extracted from right and left hemisphere of porcine
brain.

Variable/Strain Rate (s-1)
550 s-1 RH
550 s-1 LH
p-value
16.89± 5.00
8.77± 2.69
Tangent Modulus (MPa)
0.062
0.260± 0.0975
0.154± 0.0701
Peak Stress (MPa)
0.175
0.0154± 0.00200 0.0175± 0.0215
Strain at Peak Stress
0.528
p< 0.05: significantly different; p> 0.05: significantly indifferent. RH: Right Hemisphere;
LH: Left Hemisphere.
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Figure 3.9 shows the change in the uniaxial stress σ33via contour plots from a FE
simulation for a SHPB test at 750 s-1. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 also show contours of σMises
and first invariant of stress for the same simulation at 750 s-1. Figures 3.9-3.11 clearly
show a marked change in the stress component contours during the initial yielding phase.
Figure 3.12 compares the various stress components from FE simulation with
experimental data during deformation of a cylindrical sample.
Because Song et al. (2007) asserted that the center of the muscle specimen induced
inertia effects; they removed the inner portion of the specimen to test annular specimens.

Figure 3.9

Contour plots of the loading direction stress (σ33) at different stages of the
true stress-stress curve at a compressive strain rate of 750 s-1. The
specimen sample is a solid cylindrical disk and compressive σ33 in the plot
ordinate is treated as positive, while the contour level compressive σ33 are
negative.
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Figure 3.10

Contour plots of σMises at different stages of the true stress-stress plot at a
strain rate of 750 s-1. The specimen sample is a solid cylindrical disk and
compressive σ33 in the plot ordinate is treated as positive.

Figure 3.11

Contour plots of the 1st invariant of stress (pressure) at different stages of
the true stress-stress plot at a strain rate of 750 s-1. The specimen sample is
a solid cylindrical disk and compression in the plot ordinate is treated as
positive, while the contour level compressive σ33 are negative.
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Figure 3.12

Comparison of Finite Element (FE) simulation σMises, σ11, σ22, σ33, σ12,
σ23, first invariant of stress and σ13 and experiment during deformation for
cylindrical sample at 750 s-1. Here compressive stresses are negative.

The radius of the inner hole in the annular specimen was 30% of the specimen
radius. To verify Song et al.’s assertion, we performed FE simulations with and without
the inner mass to reveal the differences in the stress state. Figures 3.13-3.15 show
contours of σMises, σ33, and 1st invariant of stress for the same simulation at 750 s-1 with
the “donut” shaped annular specimen. Figure 3.16 shows a comparison between the
various stress components from FE simulation during deformation of an annular
specimen. Figures 3.17 – 3.19 compare the initial hardening trend along with σMises, σ33,
and first invariant of stress contour plots, for both cases of cylindrical and annular
specimen, in FE simulation.
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Figure 3.13

Contour plots of σ33 at different stages in a true stress-stress plot at a strain
rate of 750 s-1. The specimen sample is a solid with a cylindrical hole in
the middle (annular specimen). The specimens used in Finite Element
(FE) simulation were annular with an outer and inner diameter of 30 mm
and 4.5 mm, respectively, and a thickness of 15 mm.
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Figure 3.14

Contour plots of σMises at different stages in a true stress-stress plot at a
strain rate of 750 s-1. The specimens used in Finite Element (FE)
simulation were annular with an outer and inner diameter of 30 mm and
4.5 mm respectively, and a thickness of 15 mm.
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Figure 3.15

Contour plots of first invariant of stress at different stages in a true stressstress plot at a strain rate of 750 s-1. The specimens used in Finite Element
(FE) simulation were annular with an outer and inner diameter of 30 mm
and 4.5 mm, respectively, and a thickness of 15 mm.

While Song et al. (2007) lubricated the specimen-bar interface; in the current
study the specimen-bar interface was fixed. To investigate the effect of Boundary
Conditions (BCs) on the sample stress state, we also performed FE simulations on the
specimen-bar interface with fixed and frictionless BCs. Figure 3.20 shows the
comparison of uniaxial σ33 and 3-D stress state for fixed and frictionless BCs for the
cylindrical sample. Figure 3.21 compares the uniaxial σ33 for an annular specimen with
the fixed and frictionless BCs. The results from the FE simulations are elaborated in the
following section.
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Figure 3.16

Comparison of Finite Element (FE) simulation σMises, σ11, σ22, σ33, σ12,
σ23, first invariant of stress (pressure) and σ13, and experiment during
deformation for annular sample at 750 s-1. The experimental result
corresponds to that of a cylindrical sample. Experimental data was added
to give an idea of the range of stress components of annular specimen
from FE simulation. Here again compressive stresses are negative.
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Figure 3.17

Comparison of contour plots of Finite Element (FE) simulation σ33 over
time for whole cylindrical specimen and annular cylindrical sample, with
cylindrical hole in the center. The strain rate considered for the simulation
was 750 s-1.

Figure 3.18

Comparison of contour plots of Finite Element (FE) simulation σMises over
time for whole cylindrical specimen and annular cylindrical sample, with
cylindrical hole in the center. The strain rate considered for the simulation
was 750 s-1.
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Figure 3.19

Comparison of contour plots of Finite Element (FE) simulation first
invariant of stress (pressure) over time for whole cylindrical specimen and
annular cylindrical sample, with cylindrical hole in the center. The strain
rate considered for the simulation was 750 s-1.

Figure 3.20

Comparison of uniaxial and 3-D true stress-strain plots for FE simulation
with fixed BC and with frictionless BC on a cylindrical sample at 750 s-1.
The specimen had a diameter of 30 mm and thickness 15mm.
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Figure 3.21

Comparison of uniaxial true stress-strain plots for FE simulation with
fixed BC and with frictionless BC of annular sample at 750 s-1. The
sample had an outer diameter of 30 mm, an inner diameter of 9 mm and
thickness 15 mm.

Model Calibration: Discussion
The mechanical response of the brain is highly strain rate dependent (Pervin and
Chen, 2009) as confirmed by Figure 3.7. The response is marked by an initial yielding
effect, followed by a softening trend, and then “hardening” at higher strains. These trends
were consistent over the range of strain rates tested using the SHPB apparatus. Clearly, as
the strain rate increased, the initial yielding increased. This increased yielding can be
explained as the resistance of the cellular structures to rapid deformation. Since 65-80%
of cellular structures in the brain are include water, part of this initial yielding can be
attributed to the water (Neeb et al., 2010). Once the energy required to overcome the
resistance offered by the cellular structures is met, cell walls rupture, leading to release of
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fluid within. This rupturing process is captured in the softening trend following the initial
yielding. Upon further compression, fluids migrate into inter-cellular regions and cellular
structures go through substantial volumetric deformation. The closer the cellular
structures get to one another, the more the sample goes through inelastic deformation,
involving aberrations and slippage between cellular macromolecular structures. As the
specimen is further compressed at higher strains, more resistance is offered by the
cellular structures. Here, the specimen cannot deform further without breaking the long
macromolecular chains of cellular structures. The macromolecular chain resistance gives
rise to the strain “hardening” effect observed at higher strains.
When analyzing the mechanical response differences between the left and right
hemispheres of the brain, one might expect differences between the left and right sides of
our brain consistent with the usually subtle but distinct differences between the left and
right sides of our bodies (fingers, hands, feet, or facial features). Figure 8 shows the
variation in the stress-strain behavior with the associated uncertainty. Similar results of
weak anisotropy, due to anatomic location of specimen, was reported by Tamura et al.
(2007). Figure 3.8 shows that there is a stress-strain variation between the left and right
hemispheres; however, the uncertainty in the stress-strain behavior with cylindrical
specimens used makes it difficult to distinguish the variation due to sample extraction
location. Statistical analysis of the tangent modulus, peak stress, and strain at the peak
stress from the mean true stress-strain response confirmed that there is a statistical
significance over the strain rates 50 – 750 s-1 (Table 3.4). For the peak stress and strain at
the peak stress, with p< 0.05, a significant difference has been recorded. Although we
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noticed an increasing trend in the tangent modulus, a statistically significant difference
was not observed (p> 0.05). On the other hand, while analyzing the difference in the three
parameters due to sample extraction from the right or left hemisphere, no significant
difference was obtained (Table 3.5).
Figure 3.9 gives contour snapshots of σ33 at various stages of the specimen
deformation. Here the direction of σ33 is in the loading direction. The contour plot at the
peak of initial hardening effect vividly shows values of stress comparable to the
experimental true stress value. Here compressive stresses are taken to be positive in the
experiment. It is to be noted that σ33 is higher towards the central region of specimen than
at the periphery. Figure 3.10 gives contour snapshots of σMises at various stages of
deformation. σMises contours in the specimen at the peak of the initial hardening effect
show a different trend than that observed in σ33 contour at the same stage. The region of
maximum σMises lies along a circular band towards the periphery of specimen, while the
region of minimum σMises lies in the central region of specimen. The maximum σMises
values are comparable to the peak experimental true stress value. This implies that the
maximum deviatoric stresses act mainly in the periphery of the sample. Figure 3.11, with
first invariant of stress contour snapshots at different stages of deformation, shows results
similar to Figure 3.9. The first invariant of stress is highest in the central region of the
specimen, which is similar to the σ33 contours at the same stage indicating that the σ33
component of the stress tensor dominates the first invariant of the stress. Figure 3.9
clearly shows that most of the axial stress σ33 is concentrated in the central part of the
sample.
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Song et al. (2007) asserted that the initial hardening (“yielding”) trends, observed
in Figure 3.4, are due to inertial effects, which they argued were not part of the material
response. They inferred that the initial peak was a consequence of the radial inertia due to
axial deformation acceleration stage. Song et al. (2007) in their high strain tests cut a
circular hole in the specimen to mitigate inertial effects. If the specimen σ33 contour in
Figure 3.9 was concentrated on the periphery, then removal of the central portion of
specimen would be justified. However, as evident in Figure 3.9, the specimen σ33 contour
plot values, especially at the peak of the initial hardening effect, are concentrated in the
central region and are comparable to the stress values of the specimen obtained through
the experiment and FEA (Figure 3.4). Hence, cutting a circular hole in the specimen
would remove a quintessential aspect of the material’s mechanical response.
Figure 3.12 show plots of the various stress components versus loading direction sample
strain during simulation of a SHPB test at 750 s-1. These plots were volume averaged
over the specimen at each time step. The shape of the specimen considered for the
simulation was cylindrical with no circular hole in the center. The plots indicate a strong
presence of σ11 and σ22 stress components along with σ33. The values of σ11 and σ22 are
comparable to σ33 for the entire simulation. Hence, a uniform stress state was not
maintained during the testing procedure. Furthermore, the FE specimen 1st invariant of
stress trend closely followed the experimental trend, indicating that the experiment could
measure a first invariant of stress like term.
In Figure 3.13, the FE simulation result (σ33) for the annular specimen produced a
similar initial hardening trend, which indicates that cutting a hole in the sample may not
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reduce the initial hardening experienced by the specimen. The initial hardening trend is
still prominent in σMises and first invariant of stress contours for an annular specimen
(Figures 3.14 and 3.15). Figure 3.16 shows history plots of the various stress components
of an annular sample during simulation of a SHPB test at 750 s-1. The responses of the
stress components are similar to that of cylindrical sample with no circular hole (Figure
3.12). The initial peak in σ11, σ22, and σ33 are still observed in Figure 3.16 and are very
similar to responses of σ11, σ22, and σ33 illustrated in Figure 3.12. In Figure 3.16, the peak
values of σ11 and σ22 are comparable to σ33 for the entire simulation, which fall in the
range -0.3  -0.8 MPa. Here σ11 (gray-dashed line) and σ22 (black-dash-dotted line)
almost overlap one another. It is clear from Figures 3.12 and 3.16 that uniform stress state
is not maintained in both cases. However, while the duration of the initial hardening trend
is reduced for an annular specimen to a certain extent as the drop off of the hardening
occurs at a lower strain, a similar duration reduction does not occur for a cylindrical
sample (Figures 3.17 – 3.19). This reduction in initial hardening can be attributed to
inertial effects, as discussed by Song et al. (2007). Reductions in σ33 hardening trends
from the FE calculation (Figure 3.17) for the annular specimen confirm the presence of
inertial effects. However, the reduced initial hardening trend in Figure 3.17 could be
intrinsic to the material.
Figures 3.17 and 3.19 show comparisons of FE simulation contours of σMises and
first invariant of stress, for cylindrical and annular specimen obtained from FE
simulations at 750 s-1. The trends of σ33 and σMises are similar in the initial stage (strain <
0.15). Additionally, the usage of lubricated (frictionless) sample-bar interface, for a
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cylindrical sample, does lead to a closer representation of the uniaxial σ33 to the 3-D
stress state (Figure 3.20). The reduction in the uniaxial peak stress due to change in the
BC to a frictionless state was 42%. This reduction in peak stress reaffirms the
implementation of lubricated sample-bar interface by Song et al. (2007). Furthermore, a
similar trend was also observed in exercising fixed and frictionless BCs for the annular
specimen (Figure 3.21). However, the reduction in the uniaxial peak stress was only 13%.
In both cases (cylindrical and annular sample), the change in the sample-bar interface did
not negate the initial hardening (Figures 3.20 and 3.21) as Song et al. (2007) asserted.
This implies that the experiment could be registering inertial effects as well as intrinsic
material response, and actually measuring the first invariant of stress like term instead of
the uniaxial σ33 stress (1-D) response. Hence, the SHPB testing procedure should be
investigated and further modified to test soft biological materials.

Model Calibrations: Conclusions
The goal of this research effort was to understand the behavior of porcine brain
tissue under high strain rate loading conditions and quantify stress wave propagation
through the brain tissue. Experimental results showed that the brain tissue response under
high strain rates was inelastic. Also, Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of the SHPB tests
revealed the presence of non-uniform stress states during testing. High strain rate tests
conducted using a SHPB apparatus show that porcine brain is strain rate dependent
(Figure 3.7). The anisotropy of the material at high rate is noticeable but marked with
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high variation in the sample behavior (Figure 3.8) due to the morphological
heterogeneities. The stress-strain behavior was marked by an initial hardening effect,
followed by a softening trend and then further hardening at larger strains (Figures 3.7 and
3.8). Statistical analysis of the tangent modulus, peak stress, and strain at the peak stress
obtained from the mean true stress-strain responses showed a significant difference over
the strain rates tested (Table 3.4). However, no regional difference (right versus left
difference) was observed in the data (Table 3.5). Simulations of the SHPB test in
ABAQUS show that the axial stress σ33was primarily concentrated in the central region
of the specimen (Figures 3.9 – 3.11). Hence, cutting a circular hole would remove the
only part of the material’s mechanical response for that the specimen was tested for
(Figures 3.9 – 3.11). Specimen volume averaged FE simulation results indicated that a
homogeneous stress state was not maintained during specimen deformation (Figure 3.12).
However, the impact of cutting a circular hole did not affect the initial hardening trend
(Figures 3.13 – 3.15). In fact, a homogenous stress state was still not observed when an
annular sample was used (Figure 3.16). The SHPB data processed through DAVID
viscoelastic measured a term similar to the first invariant of stress, rather than the loading
direction stress σ33. The behavior of σMises, σ33, and first invariant of stress, both for
cylindrical and annular specimens, in FE simulations were similar to experimental data
(Figures 3.17 – 3.19). Similar comparable results from the specimen response in
cylindrical and annular specimens showed that the initial hardening trend was not be
completely inertial (Figures 3.17 – 3.19). Additionally, the usage of lubricated samplebar interface did give a closer uniaxial σ33 to the 3-D stress state (Figures 3.20 and 3.21).
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However the initial (yielding) hardening trend was not mitigated due to lubricated
sample-bar interface (Figures 3.20 and 3.21). FE simulations can be used in this process
to refine and reverse engineer the SHPB apparatus.
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CHAPTER IV
EFFECT OF WATER CONTENT ON THE MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF PORCINE
BRAIN

In the 1940s, pioneering work on the mechanical properties of brain parenchyma
asserted that the shear component of strain had a significant impression on brain damage
during an impact or at finite deformations (Holburn, 1943; Pudenz and Shledon, 1946).
Motivated by the shear strain theory, a number of subsequent studies on brain mechanical
properties concentrated on shear experiments (Ommaya et al., 1968) and quantifying
shear properties (Fallenstein et al., 1969; Stalnaker, 1969; Shuck and Advani, 1972;
McElhaney et al., 1973). The strain rates for the experiments ranged from quasi-static to
moderate strain rates (0.001 – 60 Hz) and revealed a nonlinear stress-strain behavior.
Hence, the brain was treated as a soft engineering material. A seminal study, by Estes and
McElhaney (1970), on brain specimens under quasi-static compression showed a similar
nonlinear response (with concave-upwards stress-strain curves). In more recent studies,
extensive shear tests were performed on human brains in the strain rate range of 0.1 – 90
s-1 (Donnelly and Medige, 1997). Their results confirmed the earlier nonlinear stressstrain behavior. Motivation to understand the role of axonal fibers (brain white matter)
spurred a series of shear relaxation experiments on brain and brain stem materials, which
showed strain-rate dependent behavior at quasi-static rates (Arbogast et al., 1997).
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Furthermore, their studies noted the anisotropic nature of brain due to the presence of
axonal fibers, mainly in the quasi-static regime with white matter being stiffer than gray
matter (Arbogast et al., 1998). White matter’s greater stiffness was attributed to the
fibrous texture of axons. Essentially, the difference in stiffness of white and grey matter
contributed to the variation of stress-strain behaviors in the cerebrum, cerebellum, and
brain stem especially at strains larger than 20% (Prange et al., 1998; Aimedieu et al.,
2001)
Similar nonlinear (concave-upwards) mechanical behavior was also observed in
tensile studies conducted at the turn of the 21st century (Miller, 2001; Miller and Chinzei;
2002). The strain rates that were employed were in the quasi-static regime showing high
strain rate sensitivity. In another tensile response study, in-vivo testing on a cultured
human brain showed subsequent swelling of neurons similar to that observed in the
human brain after a TBI (Bayly et al., 2005). The axonal fibers demonstrated a delayed
elastic response after an initial dynamic stretch injury. The evolution of this elastic
response involved immediate undulations of axonal fibers after the dynamic stretch
injury, followed by a slow reversion to its original shape (straight orientation) within an
hour (Smith et al., 1999).
More recently, moderately-high strain rate compression tests showed a minute
dependence on the heterogeneity of brain for strain rates greater than 40 s-1(Tamura et al.,
2007). Other noteworthy research established the premise for the onset of TBI in in-vivo
brain tissue cultures in strains larger than 20% at strain rates greater than 40s-1 (Bain et
al., 2000; Pfister et al., 2003; Bayly et al., 2005). Consequently, in the current study,
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strain rates greater than 50 s-1 were treated as high rate and the heterogeneity of brain was
neglected in this regime (50 – 750 s-1).
Similar to the porcine brain’s high rate response (Prabhu et al., 2011), moderately
high strain rate data (10 -70 s-1) of the human liver tissue were also marked by the initial
hardening (yielding) trend, followed by a softening and then further hardening at larger
strains (Sparks and Dupaix, 2008). The initial hardening in the high strain rate behavior
of soft biological materials did not show up in the quasi-static behavior where the
mechanical behavior had a monotonically increasing trend (Miller, 2001; Miller and
Chinzei; 2002; Tamura et al., 2007; Begonia et al., 2010). Some studies argued that the
initial hardening was due to inertial effects and asserted that an annular geometry of the
specimen averted the inertial effects and guaranteed a uniform stress-state (Song et al.,
2007; Pervin et al., 2009). In a recent study on the dynamic response of the brain, part of
the inertial effects was shown to be intrinsic to the material and that non-uniform stressstates were realized in the material (Prabhu et al., 2011). As a major component of the
brain, water proved crucial in instigating the initial hardening (Prabhu et al., 2011;
Clemmer et al., 2011). To date, no researcher has analyzed the effect of the amount of
water within the brain that has undergone impact loads.
The contribution of this study is that we assess the hydration level dependence on
the brain stress-strain behavior over a wide range of strain rates: quasi-static (0.00625 –
0.1 s-1) and high rates (50 – 750 s-1) with ~80% [31] and ~0% water weight/total weight.
Section 2 describes the materials and methods employed in the experiments.
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Dry Brain Sample Preparation
The dry brain specimens were prepared from surgically extracted cylindrical
porcine brain (wet) samples lyophilized using a Freezone™ 1 liter bench top freeze dryer
(LABCONCO®) for approximately 48 hours under 0.1 Pa and -50˚C. The lyophilizing
process evaporated the water in the brain, giving the lyophilized parenchyma. Before
testing, a 30 mm diameter die was used to dissect the lyophilized tissue specimens with
an average thickness of 15 mm.

Testing Apparatus

Mach-1 TM for Quasi-Static Testing of the Wet Brain
The Mach-1TM Micromechanical Testing System (BIOMOMENTUM, Quebec),
Universal Motion Controller/Driver—Model ESP300 and load cell amplifier were used
for the quasi-static compression experiments (Figure 4.1). The 1.0 kg load cell with an
error level of ±0.00005 kg was chosen to meet the sensitivity requirements for testing
porcine brain tissue (~80% water content, referred to as wet brain). A circular platen with
an estimated diameter of 50 mm was also selected to accommodate the smaller crosssectional area of the test specimens (Begonia et al., 2010).
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Figure 4.1

Mach -1 micromechanical testing system used for conducting quasi-static
tests on porcine brain samples. The strain rates considered for testing were
0.00625, 0.025, and 0.1 s-1.

In addition, a stainless steel chamber was fabricated for housing test specimens
immersed in 0.01 M PBS in order to minimize tissue dehydration and to facilitate the
fixing of the post-test compressed tissue in 10% neutral buffered formalin (NBF). The
samples were tested to their failure strains at applied strain rates of 0.00625, 0.025, and
0.1s-1.

InstronTM5568 for Quasi-Static Testing of the Dry Brain
Quasi-static rate compression tests on lyophilized porcine brain were performed
using an InstronTM 5869 (Figure 4.2).
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Figure 4.2

InstronTM 5869 configuration used for compression testing of the
lyophilized (dry) porcine brain. The strain rates achieved were in the range
0.00625 to 0.1 s-1.

Due to the stiffer nature of lyophilized dry brain, a larger load cell capacity (1kN)
was needed than that testing for the wet brain, and hence InstronTM 5869 was used.
Lyophilized brain specimens were cylindrical in geometry with a diameter of 15 mm
(1mm tolerance) and a length of 8 mm (2 mm tolerance), which was measured using
digital calipers. Strain was recorded using an InstronTM mechanical extensometer and was
used to control the stain rates of the experiments. Post processing of the data was
performed using Bluehill software (InstronTM) at strain rates of 0.00625, 0.025, and 0.1
s-1.
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Figure 4.3

Plot of true stress-strain behavior for the lyophilized (dry) brain at a strain
rate of 0.1 s1. The pictures show the deformation of the specimen during
testing. The specimen started to barrel above 40% true stain. The water
content in the specimen was 0% wt. /wt.

Video imaging using LaVisionTM software was also recorded on tests at strain rates of
0.00625, 0.025, and 0.1s-1 to investigate the onset of barreling in samples and found that
up to 40% true strain no barreling was observed (Figure 4.3).

Stress-Strain Experimental Data
Determining the true stress-strain behavior for the porcine brain at quasi-static rates
were performed using standard procedures and formulations (Miller, 2005). While testing
wet and dry brain samples, using Mach-I and InstronTM 5869 machines, respectively;
precautions were taken to ensure a uniform stress state during testing. The LaVisionTM
Video/software suite was used to ensure that the data measured were under a uniform
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cross-sectional area of the specimen and hence uniform stress state. For high strain rate
tests using the SHPB, stress-strain calculations were made using standard wave theory
equations. A detailed discussion on wave theory and its application to the SHPB is
presented by Gary et al. (1995) and Prabhu et al. (2011).
Statistical analyses of three parameters, namely the tangent modulus, elasticinelastic transition stress (σp or σt) and the true strain at σp or σt, were conducted using
the SigmaStat 3.0 software (SPSS, Chicago, IL). A One Way Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) method was used for statistical analysis on the three parameters, with a HolmSidak test being used for post-hoc comparisons. A paired student’s t-test was used to
calculate the mechanical difference between the three parameters at different strain rates.
For p < 0.05, the mechanical difference at various strain rates, for a particular parameter,
was considered to be statistically significant.

Wet/Dry Brain Results and Discussion
Figure 4.4 shows plots of the true stress-strain behavior of the porcine brain at the
high and quasi-static strain rates under compression. The ordinate on the left side
corresponds to the true stress (kPa) of the high strain rate data, while the ordinate on the
right side represents the true stress (kPa) of the quasi-static data.
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Figure 4.4

Comparison of quasi-static versus high rate wet brain (Prabhu et al.,
2011). The water content in the wet brain sample was ~80% wt. /wt. The
y-axis on the left corresponds to high rate loading, and the y-axis on the
right corresponds to quasi-static loading. Note the lower stress values for
the quasi-static wet brain case and that the initial bump observed in high
rate loading was not present in the quasi-static loading.

Figure 4.4 showed that two distinct patterns of stress-strain behavior arose. Quasistatic brain tissue behavior followed a stress-strain relation exhibited by most soft tissues,
i.e., a monotonic concave-upwards increase. However, the high rate experimental data
showed an initial hardening trend similar to a yield point in some high carbon steel alloys
or thermoplastics (Bouvard et al., 2010), followed by softening and then further
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hardening at higher strains. We also note that both the low and high rate testing methods
showed strong strain rate sensitivity.

Figure 4.5

Plot of initial hardening peak stress, σp, of the wet porcine brain from the
high strain rate tests (Prabhu et al, 2011). The water content in porcine
brain was ~80% wt. /wt.

In the high rate case, the initial hardening and softening trends were highly strain
rate dependent, thus illustrated by the initial hardening peak stress, σp. σp also marked the
transition from elastic to inelastic deformations. We observed that the strains
corresponding to σp increased steadily as the strain rate increased (Figure 4.5). Hence, σp
was measured at different true strain values at strain rates of 50, 250, 450, 550, and
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750 s-1. Figure 4.6 represents a plot of σp versus different strain rates in the high rate
regime and shows that σp increased linearly as the strain rate increased. A One Way
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) method for statistical analyses on the tangent modulus,
σp and the true strain at σp was conducted by Prabhu et al. (2011). They showed that there
was a significant difference for both parameters over the strain rates 50 – 750 s-1, with p
values < 0.05. However, no statistical difference was observed for the tangent modulus.
Further, we note that the strain rate dependence of σp was observed in thermoplastic
polyurethane as well (Bouvard et al., 2010).
As we mentioned above, the quasi-static compression behavior shows a pattern
similar to most soft tissues (Yamada, 1970). Unlike the high rate behavior, at quasi-static
rates the material continues to harden after the initial elastic response. The mechanical
behavior at the quasi-static regime is completely devoid of the initial hardening and
softening trend noted in high rate response. But the elastic-inelastic transitions for both
quasi-static and dynamic data occur at similar strain levels (Figures 4.4 and 4.6). At
quasi-static rates, if one were to consider the elastic-viscoelastic transition stress, σt, at
true strain values signifying elastic-viscoelastic transition (analogous to the high strain
rate σp marking elastic-inelastic transition), the variation of σt over quasi-static strain
rates was observed to be nominal (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6

Comparison of elastic-inelastic transition stress, σt, of porcine brain for
quasi-static and initial hardening peak stress, σp, for high strain rates. The
water content of the wet porcine brain was ~80% wt. /wt.

Table 4.1

Statistical Comparison of the tangent modulus, elastic-inelastic transition
stress (σt), and strain at σp / σt of the wet brain (~80% wt. / wt. water
content) at quasi-static and high strain rates.

Strain Rate (s-1)

0.00625 s-1

0.0250 s-1

0.100 s-1

p-value

1.6822 ± 0.0047
0.1046 ± 0.0046
0.075 ± 0.004

1.7497 ± 0.0021
0.1069 ± 0.0020
0.075 ± 0.006

3.2378 ± 0.0371
0.1400 ± 0.0377
0.072 ± 0.005

>0.05

Variable
Tangent Modulus (kPa)
Transition Stress (kPa)
Strain at Peak Stress

p<0.05: significantly different; p> 0.05: significantly indifferent.
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Table 4.1 presents the variation of the mean σt, the strain at σt and the tangent
modulus at 0.01 true strain over quasi-static strain rates along with p values. With p >
0.05 a statistical difference in tangent modulus was noted over the quasi-static strain
rates, but no statistical difference was observed for σt and the true strain at σt. In other
words, Figure 4.6 and Table 4.1illustrate the rather weak variation of quasi-static σt
values. While σt marks the elastic-inelastic transition leading to subsequent hardening of
the material, σp marks the linear-nonlinear transition followed by a softening trend. A
comparison of σt at quasi-static rates and σp at high strain rates indicates the presence of
two different deformation mechanisms that are highly dependent on temporal rates
(Figures 4.4 and 4.6; Table 4.1). The deformation mechanism at quasi-static rates was
initially marked by an elastic regime that can be explained by the percolation of water in
the specimen matrix (Miller, 2005; Franceshini et al., 2006). The lower rates of the quasistatic regime are favorable to the slow migration of water through the various
intercellular cavities in the matrix. At higher strains, the percolation of water is
constrained due to reducing specimen volume and the consequential compaction of tissue
(cellular structure and matrix). The hardening trend observed at higher strains could be
attributed to the resistance offered by the tissue as it compacts. However, at dynamic
rates Prabhu et al. (2011) asserted that water present in the matrix and cellular structures
offers inertial resistance to the sudden deformation, giving rise to a sharp initial
mechanical response. The initial hardening trend then followed by a softening trend is
due to the rupturing of cell walls. Further compaction leads to realignment of matrix
components, producing a strain hardening effect at higher strains.
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Figure 4.7

Comparison of quasi-static wet brain (Begonia et al., 2010) versus dry
brain. The water content in the wet and dry brain sample were ~80% and
~0% wt. / wt., respectively. The y-axis on the left corresponds to wet
brain, and the y-axis on the right corresponds to the dry brain.

Figure 4.7 shows the contrasting mechanical response of porcine brain for both
wet and dry at quasi-static strain rates. The strain rates considered here for testing were
0.00625, 0.025, and 0.1 s-1. Wet brain behavior was akin to most soft biological materials
at quasi-static rates, which exhibits a toe region at the beginning, then an intermediate
inelastic behavior, and finally a hardening at larger strains. However, the dry brain
behavior was similar to the quasi-static behavior of metals, with an initial elastic region
then followed by a work hardening regime. Again, such contrasting trends in the material
behaviors can be attributed to the presence of water in the wet brain (~80%) (Prabhu et
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al., 2011; Clemmer et al., 2011), which contributes to the strain rate sensitivity for both
quasi-static and high rates, while an absence of water makes the brain insensitive to the
applied strain rate. Thus, the material response of the native specimen (~80% water) at
quasi-static strain rates is nonlinear, time dependent, and sensitive to heterogeneous
morphologies.

Figure 4.8

Comparison of quasi-static versus high rate dry brain (~0% water content
wt. /wt.). The specimen dimension used for testing was 15 mm diameter
and 5 mm thickness.

Figure 4.8 captures the mechanical true stress-strain behavior of dry brain at
quasi-static and high strain rates under compression. The character of the dry brain true
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stress-strain behavior are similar at the three applied strain rates that were employed; the
stress-strain behavior was marked by an initial toe region with an elastic response up to a
“yield point” and then followed by a work hardening at larger strains. As noted from
Figure 4.8, the variation in yield point did not change as the applied strain rate changed,
although the work hardening increased (concave-down) as the applied strain rate
increased. Table 4.2 presents the results of the statistical analyses on the dry brain tangent
modulus, elastic-inelastic transition stress (σt), and the true strain at σt. The p value for all
three parameters was greater than 0.05 at quasi-static and high strain rates, implying
statistical indifference. Hence, the true stress-strain behavior for dry brain was observed
to be strain rate insensitive.

Table 4.2

Statistical comparison of the tangent modulus, elastic-inelastic transition
stress (σp / σt), and strain at σp / σt of the dry brain (~0% wt. / wt. water
content) at quasi-static and high strain rates.

Strain Rate (s-1)

0.00625 s-1

0.0250 s-1

Transition Stress (kPa)

2591.451 ±
424.408
108.602 ± 17.786

2282.160 ±
922.381
138.313 ± 55.902

Strain at Peak Stress

0.0419 ± 0.0086

0.0606 ± 0.0100

250 s-1

p-value

2143.683 ± 620

>0.05

166.389 ± 48.142

>0.05

0.0776 ± 0.0106

>0.05

Variable
Tangent Modulus (kPa)

p<0.05: significantly different; p> 0.05: significantly indifferent.
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Clearly water plays a crucial role in the strain rate sensitivity and deformation of
brain. The presence of water in matrix and cells notably influences the stress-state at
quasi-static and high strain rates (Prabhu et al., 2011). Weinberg and Ortiz (2005) showed
that the cavitation of water at high strain rates causes biological damage to surrounding
tissue. The hydration level of the specimen changed the constitutive behavior of the brain
at all of the strain rates tested. Hence, quantifying the role of water at these strain rate
ranges could help unlock a better understanding of the physics and pathophysiology of
TBI. Notably, this study is limited without histological quantification of water’s role
during deformation.

Wet/Dry Brain Conclusions
The goal of this research was to assess hydration effects on the mechanical
behavior of porcine brain over a range of strain rates (quasi-static and high dynamic
rates). Experimental results show a strong strain rate dependence when the brain was wet
(~80% wt./wt.) compared to when it was dry (Figure 4.4 – 4.6). Two different
phenomenological behaviors emerged at the different applied strain rates. At high strain
rates, the wet brain’s behavior was marked by an initial hardening trend, followed by a
strain-softening, and then strain-hardening (concave-up) at high strains. In contrast at
quasi-static strain rates, the wet brain’s behavior was marked by an initial toe region and
then by concave-up strain hardening similar to other soft tissue phenomenological
behavior (Yamada, 1970). The tangent modulus, initial hardening peak stress (σp) and
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strain at σp of the wet brain high strain rate data showed a statistical significance (Figure
4.6 and Table 4.1), with inconsequential rate dependence of elastic-viscoelastic transition
stress (σt), and strain at σtin the quasi-static range (Figure 4.6 and Table 4.1).
At quasi-static rates the difference between wet and dry brain was significant in
terms of the magnitude of the stresses and the character of the stress-strain behavior
(Figure 4.7). The dry brain material incurred a concave-down hardening while the wet
brain incurred the concave-up hardening. Significant differences in σt and strain at σt,
over quasi-static strain rates, point to distinct characteristics of the mechanical responses
of wet and dry brain (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). However, no significant difference was
observed in the tangent modulus, σt and strain at σt of the dry brain at quasi-static and
high strain rates (Table 4.2). In summary, the different mechanical properties and
behavior trends could be attributed to water’s dominant role at quasi-static and high rates.
As such, the need to develop constitutive models with the effect of water is crucial to the
understanding of the physics and pathophysiology of TBI.
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CHAPTER V
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS OF PORCINE BRAIN HIGH STRAIN RATE DATA

Experimentation has been an essential attribute of humankind. We are all familiar
with iconic lab coat-clad scientists in television advertisements presenting results that
seem accurate and convincing to the audience, who are drawn to buy a commodity. The
accuracy and degree of goodness of such data is occasionally questioned and seldom
investigated. As an engineer or scientist, one realizes that all experimental data are
subject to interpretation and includes certain amount of inaccuracy or uncertainty. The
closeness of a measured data to the true value has driven researchers to seek
methodologies to quantify the errors. Quantification of uncertainties sheds light on the
validity and limitation of the data (Moffat, 1982). Therefore, uncertainty analysis of
experimentally measured data presents a formal methodology to quantify the errors
arising from measuring and interpreting data.
In the late 1970’s, the lack of international consensus among various scientific societies
and authorities on the uncertainty in experimental measurements prompted Comite
International des Poidset Mesures (CIPM) to setup international guidelines for the
methodology of uncertainty analysis. This led to the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) setting up a task force to develop a guideline document. The
product of the ISO task force was the “Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in
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Measurement,” also known as GUM (ISO, 1993), which is now the international standard
for the expression of uncertainty in measurements. Later, the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization (NATO) Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development
(AGARD) came up with a quality assessment methodology, through uncertainty analysis,
for wind tunnel testing data (AGARD D-AR-304, 1994). With minor revisions in
AGARD D-AR-304 (AGARD D-AR-304, 1994), the American Institute of Aeronautics
and Astronautics (AIAA) eventually published its report on uncertainty analysis (AIAA
Standard, 1995) the American Society for Mechanical Engineers (ASME) developed a
guide for uncertainty quantification (PTC 19.1) with publications in 1985, 1998, and
2006 (AIAA Standard, 1985; AIAA Standard, 1998; ASME, 2006). The above
mentioned reports comprise the set of standards for uncertainty analysis in engineering.
Coleman and Steele (Coleman and Steele, 1995) expanded on these standards, and
developed a “large sample” uncertainty methodology that applied to many engineering
problems. GUM (Coleman and Steele, 1995; 2009) and Coleman and Steele (Coleman
and Steele, 1995; 2009) encouraged researchers to distinguish uncertainties into those
that are caused by variability and those that are not, which can be broadly distinguished
as random and systematic uncertainty.
The recent development in uncertainty analysis in the engineering field has
enabled scientists and engineers in combining and propagating uncertainties from
experiments into the modeling and design stage (Acar et al., 2010a; 2010b; Solanki et al.,
2010). For instance, the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) is a novel apparatus that
has been used to test the mechanical properties of materials under high strain rates (100 –
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3000 s-1) (Hopkinson, 1904). Materials that have been tested using a SHPB vary from
metals to soft biological materials (brain, liver, tendon, etc.) with metal and polymer
samples tested using a metal-based SHPB (Tucker et al., 2010) and soft biological
materials using polymeric-SHPB (Prabhu et al., 2011). While dynamic responses of
metals and polymers are well established, doubts have been raised whether part of a soft
biological material’s mechanical behavior is intrinsic or an instrument artifact (Song et
al., 2007; Pervin et al., 2010; Clemmer et al., 2011). The SHPB apparatus presents a
unique capability of studying the dynamic response of a material, but it is accompanied
with a moderately high noise level, giving a rather large standard deviation for the stressstrain behavior of the soft biological material being tested (Prabhu et al., 2011; Clemmer
et al., 2011). Compounding the errors in a SHPB setup is the uncertainty arising from
sample-to-sample variability in a soft biological material. Quantification of the total
uncertainty from the SHPB and the material would be essential in unraveling the nature
and magnitude of the errors involved. When the uncertainty from the experimental data is
included in calibrating a constitutive model, its propagation through the finite element
modeling and design stage would give the error bounds within which the predictive
design is legitimated with a 95% confidence level. The degree of goodness of the
experimental data is essential in calibrating an Internal State Variable (ISV) (for a
thorough review of ISV theory see Horstemeyer and Bammann (2010) constitutive model
used for Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Hence, such inclusion of uncertainty equips one
to understand the validity and limitation of a proposed model or predictive design and
facilitates in making informed design decisions.
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Although numerous modifications and alterations to the SHPB testing technique
have been suggested (Song et al., 2004; Casem et al., 2005; Shergold et al., 2006) that are
related to biological materials, the authors are unaware of a study that has quantified
uncertainties arising from the SHPB and porcine brain. Essentially, we quantify the
uncertainties involved in testing porcine brain using a polymeric-SHPB setup and
calculate the specimen-to-specimen random standard uncertainty of the mechanical
response of porcine brain at strain rates 50, 250, and 750 s-1. Silicone gel (Dow Corning
Corp.) samples were also using SHPB and its test uncertainties were used to extract the
sample-to-sample random uncertainty in porcine brain at a given strain rate. The
uncertainty methodology closely follows the works done by Coleman and Steele (1995;
2009). As recommended by GUM [2] and Coleman and Steele (1995; 2009), Taylor
Series Method (TSM) was used to calculate the propagation of systematic uncertainty
involved in measuring the true stress. The uncertainty terminology convention for this
research effort has been adopted from ASME standard PTC 19.1-2005 (ASME, 2006).

Methods

Sample Preparation
Silicone gel samples were made from Dow Corning’s product SylgardTM 527
A&B Dielectric gel (Dow Corning Corp.) in house at the Center for Advanced Vehicular
Systems (CAVS) for a mixture of 40% part A and 60% part B. The mixture of parts A
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and B were thoroughly mixed and placed in 30 mm-plastic molds and then set in an oven
at 100 oC for 30 minutes. Once the samples had cooled for 24 hours, they were then cut
into 15 mm thick specimens using a surgical scalpel. The cut samples were then tested
using the SHPB at desired strain rates (750, 250, and50 s-1). On average, five samples
were tested at each strain rate.

Uncertainty Analysis Theory
Uncertainties arise in a measured variable through a vast number of sources such
as an imperfect instrument calibration process, standards used for calibration and
influence on the measured variable due to inconsistencies in ambient temperature,
pressure, humidity, and vibrations. Furthermore, uncertainties can also arise from
unsteadiness in a “steady-state” process being measured and undesirable interactions
between the transducers and environment. In essence, the uncertainty that arises due to
variability or randomness of a measured quantity (in this case, true stress,
to as random standard uncertainty (

) is referred

) and uncertainties that do not arise from

variability, but remain constant for the measurement, are called systematic standard
uncertainty (

). The total experimental uncertainty (

) is then calculated through a

root sum square method specified by the following equation:

5.1
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The level of confidence of the uncertainty is 95%, meaning that the true value of
given true strain and strain rate, is expected to lie within the bounds of

, at a

95% of the

time.

Random Uncertainty
Random uncertainties occur as a result of precision limitations and the inability to
replicate data from test to test, which primarily arises from sample-to-sample variations.
Randomness of an experimental data is noticed by its scatter or spread in the measured
variable. The standard deviation ( ) of data gives an estimate of the extent of the spread.
Note that standard deviation is represented with bold , as opposed to true stress, which
is denoted by

. Although there are many key factors that help determine the random

uncertainty, sample-to-sample microstructure variation and random changes in a SHPB
setup are the prime reasons of limitations when attempting experimental duplication. The
standard deviation,

can be calculated from the following expression:

5.2

where

is the arithmetic mean of N tests, and

is the test data for the ith repetition.

When Eq. 5.2 is multiplied by two, the resulting bounds of the random uncertainty bands
give a 95% confidence level.
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Systematic Uncertainty
The systematic uncertainty is distinguished from random uncertainty since it
remains constant for each test and can include calibration, data acquisition, data
reduction, and/or conceptual errors. However, unlike the random error, systematic error is
based solely upon inaccuracies in measurement not on sample-to-sample differences.
These measurements have an associated offset, such that each measurement provided by
the system contains a degree of inaccuracy. Therefore upon calculation, the systematic
error is determined to be a quantity or component of the total error that remains constant
at any given time. The systematic uncertainty in the SHPB experimental procedure is due
to the margin of error in the data measurement (strain gages, digital calipers and digital
weighing scale). The propagation of the systematic error in measuring the true stress
(using SHPB) through Eq. A.7 is given by:

5.3

where
and

is the systematic standard uncertainty of true stress that has to be calculated;
are the systematic errors in the measurement of sample diameter and testing

bar diameter respectively;

and

are the systematic standard uncertainty in

measuring nominal and true strain, respectively (which are essentially the same).
The relative uncertainties in measuring the nominal strain and sample and bar
diameters are given in Table 5.1. Upon evaluation of the partial derivative terms and
substitution along with division on both sides by true stress ( ) on both sides of Eq. 5.3,
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we obtain the following expression for evaluating the relative systematic uncertainty in
true stress:
5.4
where

represents the relative systematic standard uncertainty in the SHPB setup.

Table 5.1

Relative systematic uncertainties of the measurable quantities in the SplitHopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) test and used in the systematic
uncertainty propagation.

Measured Quantity

Relative Systematic Uncertainty
Expression

Sample Dimensions
Bar Dimensions
Nominal Strain
True Strain

Relative Uncertainty
(%)
±0.5
±0.5
±0.1
±0.5

The square-root of Eq. 5.4 yields the desired expression that is then used for
calculating the relative systematic uncertainty at each strain rate. The final result obtained
for Eq. 5.4, both for silicone gel and porcine brain is given as:
5.5
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Uncertainty Analysis
Experiments on porcine brain samples using SHPB incurred uncertainties due to
the randomness in the SHPB setup, randomness in material properties of porcine brain,
and bias (systematic uncertainty) in measuring the true stress.
Table 5.2 gives a list of random and systematic uncertainties considered for the
analysis along with their associated sources of errors. Essentially, the main sources of
uncertainty in the uncertainty analysis methodology were the following:
•

Random uncertainty due to the microstructural heterogeneities and sample-tosample variations (porcine brain)

•

Random uncertainty due to the SHPB apparatus

•

Systematic uncertainty due to the measurement errors, arising from strain gages,
digital calipers and digital weighing scale used during a SHPB test.
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Table 5.2

List of systematic and random uncertainty variables used for the
uncertainty analysis of the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB)
experimental procedure.

Uncertainty
Variable

Uncertainty Variable
Description
Standard systematic uncertainty in
measuring true stress

Standard random uncertainty in
measuring true stress
Standard random uncertainty in
measuring true stress for silicone
gel
Standard random uncertainty in
measuring true stress for porcine
brain
Sample-to-sample standard
random uncertainty in measuring
true stress for porcine brain

Source(s) of Uncertainty
Uncertainties from margin
of error due to strain gages,
digital calipers and digital
weighing scale
Sample-to-sample
microstructural
heterogeneity and/or the
SHPB apparatus
SHPB apparatus
Porcine brain
microstructural
heterogeneity and the SHPB
apparatus
Sample-to-sample porcine
brain microstructural
heterogeneity

The uncertainty bands for a true stress-strain response of porcine brain
encompassed all the above mentioned uncertainties. In order to break down the
uncertainty into its elements, that is, random uncertainty due to SHPB and random
uncertainty due to porcine brain, a uniform, isotropic material (in this case silicone gel)
with similar true stress-strain behavior as porcine brain was used. The strategy for
evaluating the specimen-to-specimen variation is shown through a schematic in Figure
5.1. Silicone gel, being isotropic in nature, has negligible variations from sample-to-
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sample. Silicone specimens had the same dimensions (30.00 ± 0.05 × 10-3 m diameter;
15.00 ±10-3 m thickness) and weighted (10 ± 0.05 × 10-3 Kg).

Silicone Gel
Random Uncertainty (ssil) : 0th- order replication

+

Porcine Brain

Systematic Uncertainty (bsil) : 1st - order replication

Random Uncertainty (sbrain-matl) :

Sbrain-matl =

(s2

b-

s2

sil

Porcine Brain

)1/2

1st- order replication,
which is sample-to-sample
variation

Random Uncertainty (sb) : 1st - order replication

+
Systematic Uncertainty (bb): 1st - order replication

Figure 5.1

Schematic of uncertainty analysis overview for porcine brain using a SplitHopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB).
and
represent the random standard uncertainties associated with testing porcine
and
are the
brain and silicone gel, respectively.
systematic standard uncertainty associated with testing porcine brain and
silicone gel respectively.
gives the total random uncertainty of
porcine brain due to microstructural heterogeneities.

In other words, silicone gel gave what is called a 0th – order replication level for
its random uncertainty, making the representative “single fixed sample” assumption
valid. Thus, for the silicone gel the random uncertainty calculated for true stress-strain
behavior only captured the random uncertainty due to the SHPB setup. However, the
random uncertainty for porcine brain includes the effects of randomness from SHPB and
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the brain parenchyma. Since random effects of both SHPB and brain sample are
encompassed in the random uncertainty of porcine brain, the porcine brain uncertainty
yields a 1st – order replication level. A 1st – order replication level for porcine brain
annuls the usage of a representative “single fixed sample” assumption and points to the
need for analysis of the nature and magnitude of sample-to-sample random uncertainty
associated with calculating true stress at each strain rate (750, 250, and50 s-1). Hence,
testing silicone gels brought forth the following two benefits:
•

Assessment of the validity of random uncertainty in porcine brain (if they are of
the same order of magnitude)

•

Extraction of sample-to-sample random variation (heterogeneity) in porcine brain
at respective strain rates.
Now at a given strain rate, the 0th – order replication estimates for porcine brain

was the same as silicone gel as it represents the random uncertainty of the SHPB
apparatus under similar testing conditions. If the random uncertainty of silicone gel was
subtracted from the random uncertainty of porcine brain via root-sum-square method,
then the resultant uncertainty captures the random uncertainty of specimen-to-specimen
variation in porcine brain.
5.6
where

corresponds to random standard uncertainty in testing porcine brain

specimens,

is the total random standard uncertainty in testing silicone gel samples,

and

is the specimen-to-specimen random variation involved in testing
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porcine brain.

excludes any random uncertainty arising from the SHPB setup.

The result from Eq. 5.6 was then combined with the systematic uncertainty to arrive at
the final total uncertainty

associated with the variations from specimen-to-

specimen. The following expression gives the formula to evaluate the final total
uncertainty:
5.7
The above mentioned procedure is a novel way to capture random uncertainties in
biological materials which are characterized by relatively high random uncertainty
(Prabhu et al., 2011; Clemmer et al., 2011).

Uncertainty Results
Figure 5.2 presents the compressive mechanical response of silicone gel. Tests
were conducted using a SHPB setup at strain rates of 750, 250, and 50 s-1. The error bars
in Fig. 5.2 represent the upper and lower bounds of the experimental data.
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Figure 5.2 True stress-strain plots for silicone gel at high strain rate compression; n=5
for strain rates S750, 250, and 50 s-1. The error bars represent the
maximum and minimum bounds of the experimental data.

Figure 5.3 shows the true stress-strain response of silicone gel at strain rates of
750, 250, and 50 s-1 with the uncertainty bands representing the random uncertainty of the
test results with 95% confidence level.
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Figure 5.3

True stress-strain plots for silicone gel at high strain rate compression; n=5
for strain rates 2000, 750, 250, and 50 s-1. The uncertainty bands represent
the random uncertainty with 95% confidence (
).

Figure 5.4 again presents the compressive mechanical response of silicone gel
where the uncertainty bands represent the total uncertainty (random and systematic
uncertainty) associated with high strain testing of silicone gel using a SHPB setup. It
should be noted that Figs. 5.2, 5.3, and 5.4 show the same experimental results of silicone
gel, but the error bands are defined differently, as the error bands in Fig. 5.2 correspond
to representing the upper and lower bounds of the experimental data and in Figs. 5.3 and
5.4 are obtained through uncertainty analysis. The uncertainty bands in Fig. 5.4 capture
the total uncertainty more accurately.
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Figure 5.4

True stress-strain plots for silicone gel at high strain rate compression; n=5
for strain rates 2000, 750, 250 and 50 s-1. The uncertainty bands represent
the total experimental standard uncertainty with 95% confidence.

Figure 5.5

True stress-strain plot for porcine brain at high strain rate compression;
n=4 for strain rates 750, 550, 450 and 250 s-1, and n=3 for strain rate 50 s1
. The error bars represent the maximum and minimum bounds of the
experimental data.
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Figure 5.5 shows the true stress-strain response of porcine brain at strain rates of
750, 250, and 50 s-1. On an average, four samples were tested at each strain rate giving
average responses depicted in Fig. 5.5. The error bands just represent the maximum and
minimum bounds of the experimental data.

Figure 5.6

True stress-strain plots for porcine brain at high strain rate compression;
n=4 for strain rates 750 and 250 s-1, and n=3 for strain rate 50 s-1. The
uncertainty bands represent the total experimental uncertainty with 95%
confidence.
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In Fig. 5.6, the true stress-strain response of porcine brain is the same as that of
Fig. 5.5. The error bands, however, have been evaluated from statistical standpoint with
quantification of random and systematic uncertainty with 95 % confidence level.

Figure 5.7

Comparison of random uncertainty of porcine brain and silicone gel
garnered from the stress-strain behavior at (a) 750, (b) 250, and (c) 50 s-1.
The systematic uncertainty is not included in the plots due to its similar
contribution to the mechanical behavior of the porcine and silicone gel.

Figure 5.7 compares the random uncertainty of silicone gel and porcine brain at
respective strain rates. Figure 5.7 presents the random uncertainties in a discernible way
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for comparative purposes. The error bands in Fig. 5.8 give the final specimen-tospecimen experimental uncertainty involved with testing porcine brain using SHPB,
which includes the bias in measurement through systematic uncertainty. The uncertainty
bands in Figure 5.8 were arrived at with the methodology specified in Fig. 5.1. Equation
5.7 was used in calculating the uncertainty bands shown in Fig. 5.8. Figure 5.9 compares
the uncertainties before and after the removal of the SHPB random uncertainty. In Fig.
5.9, the difference in the uncertainty bands gives the extent of the random uncertainty in
using a SHPB setup.

Figure 5.8

True stress-strain plot for the porcine brain at high strain rate compression;
n=4 for strain rates 750 and 250 s-1, and n=3 for strain rate 50 s-1. The
uncertainty bands represent the specimen-to-specimen total uncertainty
with 95% confidence. Random uncertainty associated with SplitHopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) setup was subtracted using the 0th – order
replication level silicone gel random uncertainty data through a root-sumsquare method.
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Uncertainty Discussion
True stress-strain curves in Fig. 5.2 show a concave-upwards strain hardening
type trend after an initial hardening and softening trend. The results in Fig. 5.2 are also
strain rate dependent. At each strain rate four samples were tested and the average
mechanical behavior is presented in Fig. 5.2. The error bands embody the maximum and
minimum limits of the experimental data, and they do not include statistical analysis or
the systematic errors due to experimentally measured variables. Figure 5.3 is similar to
Fig. 5.2 in the mechanical response of silicone gel; however, the error bands are
calculated using the uncertainty methodology for random error with 95% confidence.
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Figure 5.9

Comparison of total uncertainty of porcine brain before and after
removing the Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) random uncertainty,
giving the material-to-material variation total uncertainty at (a) 750, (b)
250, and (c) 50 s-1. The material-to-material variation total uncertainty was
calculated using a root-sum-square method.

The resultant random uncertainty was calculated from random errors due to the
SHPB apparatus and due to sample variation through root-sum-square method (Eq. 5.2).
Finally, Fig. 5.4 presents the compressive mechanical response of silicone gel. The
uncertainty bands represent the total uncertainty associated with high strain testing of
silicone gel using a SHPB apparatus. Calculated systematic uncertainty was added to the
random uncertainty by a root-sum-square formula (Eq. 5.1) to obtain the total
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experimental uncertainty. Since the relative systematic uncertainty for true stress is 0.5%,
its contribution to the total uncertainty is negligible.
Figure 5.2 are presented in this research effort to make the case for the importance
of uncertainty analysis. The uncertainty bands in Figs. 5.3 and 5.4 are symmetric about
the true stress-strain curves and are much larger in comparison to that shown in Fig. 5.2.
Thus, the uncertainty analysis presented here gives a more realistic measure of the
uncertainties involved.
Figure 5.5 shows the true stress-strain response of porcine brain at strain rates of
750, 250, and 50 s-1. The error bands just represent the maximum and minimum bounds
of the experimental data. As noted by Prabhu et al. [15], the mechanical response of
porcine brain is initially marked by hardening peak and softening afterwards.
Furthermore, strain hardening is observed at larger strains. The experimental data is also
highly strain rate dependent.
From Fig. 5.6 one can observe that uncertainty increases as the strain rate
increases, indicating that at high strain rates, there must be a complete understanding of
sample-to-sample variation in order to properly interpret the data (for 750 and 250 s-1). At
each strain rate, Figs. 5.4 and 5.6 are apples-to-apples in comparing the uncertainty due to
random and systematic errors. Silicone gel, being an isotropic material, does not produce
directionally-dependent mechanical responses. Thus, the uncertainty bands in Fig. 5.4 are
due to the random and systematic errors of the SHPB setup alone. However, the
uncertainty bands for the porcine brain in Fig. 5.6 are due to the SHPB setup and the
heterogeneities in the brain samples. The total uncertainty of silicone gel and brain are
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compared in Fig. 5.7. The uncertainty bands of silicone gel have been used to establish
the uncertainty in the SHPB test procedure. This validated test procedure then allows for
the determination of the uncertainty bounds arising from testing porcine brain using a
SHPB setup. Once we have confidence (95% confidence level) in the uncertainty bounds
of the experimental data, further usage of the data to model Boundary Value Problems
(BVPs) through FEA is justified.
Using a root-sum-square method (Eq. 5.7), the uncertainty involved in specimento-specimen variation was calculated for porcine brain at each strain rate (Fig. 5.8). In
comparison to Fig. 5.6, the uncertainty in Fig. 5.8 is smaller. The range of uncertainties
before and after the removal the SHPB random uncertainty is illustrated in Fig. 5.9. The
uncertainty bands in Fig. 5.8 bound the sample-to-sample variation in porcine brain with
95% confidence. Sample variations are commonly observed in the biomechanical world,
but they have not been addressed with statistical quantification. Such sample-to-sample
variations could be attributed to diversities in age, sex, and animal-to-animal fluctuations
in mechanical properties of the brain parenchyma. Random variation quantification is
pertinent to FEA as its accuracy is dependent on the experimental data used for model
calibration. Hence the uncertainty from experimental results could be propagated, though
calibration, to the FE model.
The above discussed methodology gives a scientific way to evaluate the
uncertainties involved in testing porcine brain using a SHPB apparatus. Silicone gel
could be readily used as a baseline material to validate and calculate uncertainties in other
soft biological materials (liver, lungs, tendon etc). The calculated uncertainty, as
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represented in Fig. 5.6, will be included in the constitutive models for FEA of real world
BVPs.

Uncertainty Conclusions
The primary goal of this research effort was to quantify the various uncertainties
arising from testing porcine brain using a SHPB apparatus. The error bands that have
historically been used (maximum and minimum bounds of the data, standard deviations
with a 95% confidence level, or experimental uncertainty with a 95% confidence level)
reveal the need for a quantified uncertainty analysis. The maximum and minimum error
bands were much smaller than the 95% confidence error bands as illustrated by the
silicone gel experiments. A similar pattern was observed for error bands of porcine brain.
Hence, the uncertainty analysis captured the errors that could be missed through
traditional methods.
By using this uncertainty analysis method, the real porcine brain stress-strain
behavior could be garnered. The current analysis gives a better understanding of the
relative effects of test uncertainty and material variation uncertainties. When the SHPB
uncertainty was removed from the porcine brain data, then the true stress-strain behavior
of the porcine brain with material variation alone arose; otherwise, one might be misled
by the raw experimental data that is retrieved without a thorough uncertainty analysis.
An additional goal was also to validate the uncertainties emanating from the
experiment in which silicone gel was successfully used in this regard. Comparable
uncertainties arising for both silicone gel and porcine brain validated the test uncertainties
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for the porcine brain. Furthermore, silicone gel could be used as a baseline material for
assessing uncertainties in testing other soft biological materials (liver, tendon, lungs,
etc.). As such, the authors believe that this uncertainty procedure, which has proven
valuable to garner the bounds of total experimental uncertainty along with the brain
constitutive behavior, can be used with other soft biological materials as well.
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CHAPTER VI
FINITE ELEMENT SIMUALTION OF BLAST RELATED TBI

Blast-related Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) has become the signature injury of
service members in current United States of America (US) military conflicts. Although
the use of body armor has substantially reduced soldier fatalities from explosive attacks,
these lower mortality rates have been accompanied by a rise in primary and secondary
injuries, most notably TBI. Military operations in Iraq and Afghanistan have witnessed an
increase in the number of war fighters suffering from TBI due to blast-induced shock
waves (Stahura, 2008). More recently, Warden et al.(2009) reported about a female war
fighter who suffered from TBI due to Improvised Explosive Devises (IEDs). The female
war fighter was diagnosed with multiple long term TBI-associated pathologies. Although
many studies have published US war fighters suffering from TBI during their service in
Iraq and Afghanistan, limited progress has been made in understanding the physics and
pathophysiology of blast-induced TBI. Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of human head
could shed light into the nature and damage of the brain tissue due to shock waves.
Pioneering work in studying Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) involved conducting blunt
force experiments on cadaver heads (Nahum and Smith, 1976; Nahum et al., 1977).
During the experiment cadaver specimens were impacted with a cylindrical rod, and
IntraCranial Pressure (ICP) and acceleration were recorded at five different points in the
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intracranial cavity. The experimental results showed that during frontal blunt force
impact, high positive pressures were recorded in the vicinity of the impact area (at the
coup site) and high negative pressures noted countercoup site. Furthermore linear
relationships between the intracranial pressure and head acceleration at various points on
the cranial cavity were inferred. Nahum et al. (1977) also implemented a Finite Element
(FE) model of the human head and found good correlation between the experimental and
model ICPs. Their experimental work on cadaver heads has become a benchmark case for
validating subsequent high strain rate FE models of the human head. Nahum et al.’s work
laid the groundwork for many researchers in developing a more detailed and anatomically
accurate human head FE model (Claessens, 1994; (Ruan et al., 1993); Krabbel and
Muller, 1996;Willinger et al., 1999). Most of them used the Nahum et al.’s experimental
data to validate their human head FE model. All of the above mentioned research efforts
added anatomic details to the human head, with the brain, dura mater, Cerebro-Spinal
Fluid (CSF), skull and scalp being treated as elastic materials. The total number of
elements was in the range 7.00×103 - 1.00×104. Subsequent works by Ruan et al. (1995)
in studying blunt impact on the human head was coined as the Wayne State University
Brain Injury Model (WSUBIM) (Zhang et al., 2001). By the early 2000’s, WSUBIM was
established as the benchmark FE model for the human head in studying the blunt force
trauma and TBI. The brain parenchyma in WSUBIM was modeled as viscolelastic. More
recently, Belingardi et al. (2005), Elsayed et al. (2008) and Chafi et al. (2010) have
presented a FE model of the human heads with a higher mesh resolution (2.00×104 4.00×104 elements). While Belingardi et al. (2005) and Chafi et al. (2010) presented their
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work as a tool to study TBI and bTBI, Elsayed et al.’s work primarily focused on
validating the cavitation induced damage material model for the brain. The material
model had viscoelastic and viscoplastic components in its kinematics. Further, Chafi et
al.’s work was one the first to model the human head under blast loads. The Boundary
Conditions (BCs) for the blast loads were obtained by using varying loads of TNT in the
FE code. All of the above mentioned work drew parallels between their simulation results
and published brain trauma experimental data and found good correlations for the
simulation CPs, principal strains, and other Head Injury Criteria (HIC). However, none of
the above mentioned works were targeted in simulating a published real world scenario
of blast injury to study the pathophysiology of bTBI.
To the authors’ best knowledge, the current work is the first of its kind in
simulating a real world blast scenario incurred by war fighter in Iraq. The case study on
the pathophysiology of the war fighter was reported by Warden et al. (2009). In the
current study, a detailed mesh of the human head (obtained from Visible Human Project)
was used to perform numerical studies on blast-related loads, with a specific material
model for the brain. The material model for the brain, MSU TP Ver. 1.1 (Bouvard et al.,
2010), was able to capture the history dependence of the material. MSU TP Ver. 1.1 also
tracks the internal changes through the Internal State Variable (ISV)-based modeling
framework.
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Blast FE Simulation Methodology

3-Dimensional Human Head Mesh
In this study, a human head Finite Element (FE) model was developed and
simulated in ABAQUS/Explicit (Simulia Inc., 2009) under blast range Boundary
Conditions (BCs). The finite element mesh of male head was developed from axial
Computed Tomography (CT) and high resolution cryosection images obtained from the
National Library of Medicine’s Visible Human Project (Ackerman, 1998). Both CT and
cryosection images were resampled to 1 mm/pixel at 1 mm intervals. Using an image
processing software (ScanIP, Simpleware, Ltd), the head was segmented into four
different parts/masks with a combination of semi-automated and manual segmentation
operations (threshold, flood fill, region growing, etc.). The skull was segmented from the
CT images. The brain, CSF and outer contour of the head were segmented from the
cryosection images. To enable the simulation of blast loading condition, an air mask was
also added to the model. After the segmentation, a realistic, high quality volumetric finite
element mesh was generated using image based meshing software (ScanFE, Simpleware,
Ltd). The mesh contained hybrid volume elements including hexahedral elements within
each part and tetrahedral elements on the surface to provide smooth and conforming
interface between parts and coincident nodes and elements across boundaries. Figure 6.1
shows the human head mesh and a sagittal cut off view of the head mesh. The number of
nodes and elements for each part is listed in Table 6.1.
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Figure 6.1

An (a) 800,000 human head mesh consisting of (b) scalp/skin, skull,
cerebro-spinal fluid and brain. The elements were mostly tetrahedral in
shape.

Table 6.1

List of the number of nodes and elements of the parts in the human head
model used for Finite Element (FE) blast simulations.

Parts

Nodes

Hexahedral

Tetrahedral

Element

Elements

Total Elements

Head

87339

35797

208846

244643

Skull

32933

3940

112153

116093

CSF

16609

950

59497

60447

Brain

18554

7876

44739

52615

Air

154900

90032

254150

344182

Whole Model

297947

138595

679385

817980
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Human Head FE Model
The human head FE model was then built in ABAQUS/Explicit to simulate the
injury undergone and a blast pressure-history profile was used at a distance of 3.00×10-2
m from the head. Due to the lack of experimental data available on blast loads,
experimental pressure-history profiles of low and high intensity blasts by Mouritz (2001)
was used as the Boundary Conditions (BCs) for the Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Chafi
et al. (2010) showed that the change in surface-to-surface interactions from tied to
frictionless finite sliding had no effect on the results of blast simulations. Hence, the
surface-to-surface interaction properties were chosen from literature (Belingardi et al.,
2005). The surface-to-surface interaction properties for the various components of the
human are reported in Table 6.2.

Table 6.2

List of the surface-to-surface interaction properties of the various parts of
the human head FE model.

Surface Interaction
Air-Scalp/Head

Interaction Property

Coefficient of friction

Tie

-

Scalp/Head-Skull

Finite Sliding

0.3

Skull-CSF

Finite Sliding

0.1

CSF-Brain

Finite Sliding

0.1
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The scalp, skull and CSF were treated as elastic materials. Elastic properties for
the human scalp skull, skull and CSF were obtained from published literature and were
treated as elastic materials (Willinger et al. 1999; Belingardi et al., 2005; Chafi et al.,
2010). An Internal State Variable (ISV) based constitutive model, MSU TP Ver. 1.1
(Bouvard et al., 2010), was used for the brain parenchyma. MSU TP Ver. 1.1 was
calibrated and verified to the brain tissue high strain rate experimental data (Prabhu et al.,
2011). An overview of MSU TP Ver. 1.1 is given in Table 6.1. Table 6.2 defines the
materials constant of MSU TP Ver. 1.1 for the brain tissue. The constitutive model (MSU
TP Ver. 1.1) presented in this research effort captures both the instantaneous and longterm steady-state processes during deformation and could admit microstructural features
within the internal state variables. With the microstructural features, we can use our
internal state variable model so that eventually history effects could be captured and
predicted. In the absence of the microstructural features, other constitutive models should
be able to show the non-uniformity of the stress state under the blast loads exhibited here
since no varying history was induced. If varying history effects are simulated, then the
current material model will capture the deformation accurately.
Initially, the low intensity blast pressure profile was used to verify the
IntraCranial Pressures (ICPs) observed during the simulation. The peak positive pressure
observed at the coup of the brain was 2.00×10-1 MPa at the coup site and a peak negative
pressure of 1.00×10-1 MPa at the countercoup site. Chafi et al. (2010) reported similar
values of peak positive pressure (2.20×10-1 MPa) and peak negative pressure (1.5×10-1
MPa) at the coup and countercoup sites respectively for a 8.84×10-2 lb TNT blast load.
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Once meaningful values of ICPs were obtained for low intensity blast load, Mouritz’s
high intensity blast load was applied as the BCs in the FE model to simulate the blast
scenario reported by Warden et al. (2009).

Blast FE Simulations Results and Discussion
The time period of the shock wave implemented as BC in the FE simulations was
0.040 µs (Mouritz, 2001). Due to the short duration of the time period of the shock wave,
much of the results are focused on the earlier part of the duration of the FE simulation
(0.100 - 0.360 ms). During the blast simulation, assessment of the head injury was made
through the IntraCranial Pressure (ICP), von Mises and maximum principal strain profiles
on the brain. Local measurement of ICP, von Mises and maximum principal strain values
were also made at the coup and countercoup sites.
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Figure 6.2

Sagittal view of the brain with the pressure contour snapshots at (a)
1.25×10-1, (b) 3.16×10-1, (c) 4.99×10-1, (d) 8.32×10-1, and (e) 11.14×10-1
ms. Negative pressures represent positive tensile stresses.

Figure 6.2 presents the contour plots of pressure on the coronal view of the brain
at various times ((a) 1.25×10-1, (b) 3.16×10-1, (c) 4.99×10-1, (d) 8.32×10-1, and (e)
11.14×10-1 ms). A key aspect to be noted in Fig. 6.2 is that the pressure profile is not
uniform. As observed in a previous study on the modeling blast loads on the human head
(Chafi et al., 2010), peak positive pressure was observed at the coup site and peak
negative pressure was detected at the countercoup site. The fluctuation of the pressure
profile from positive to negative values was observed at both the coup and countercoup
sites over a short duration of time (2.30×10-1 ms). Further, the oscillatory nature of the
pressure was also observed at the injury site. Such rapid oscillation of the pressure waves
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causes the brain parenchyma to undergo compressive and tensile loads locally (at the
coup, countercoup, and injury sites); leading to sudden changes in the micro-cellular
structures (Mac Donald et al., 2007). The rapid changes in micro-structural structures of
the brain have been attributed to neuron degeneration, Diffuse Axonal Injury (DAI) and
cerebral contusion (Denny-Brown and Russell, 1941; Ward et al., 1980; Taber, 2006).

Figure 6.3

Plots of pressure versus time at the (a) coup site, (b) countercoup, and (c)
injury sites of the brain in the human head FE model.

Figure 6.3 gives the pressure (ICP) plots over time at coup, countercoup, and
injury sites. Figure 6.3 brings out the rapid oscillating pattern (~104 s-1) of pressure at
coup and countercoup sites more vividly. As noted earlier, the peak positive pressure
occurs at the coup site at 1.25×10-1 ms (Fig. 6.3(a)). The peak positive pressure was
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attained immediately after the impact of the shock wave on the human head, with
fluctuations of the pressure at the coup site subsequently. A similar trend of rapid
oscillation was observed at the countercoup and injury site (Fig. 6.3(b), (c)). In contrast
to the pressure-history at the coup site, the pressure-history at the countercoup site
initially started with a negative pressure. The pressure trend at the injury site was similar
to that of the coup site. The peak negative pressure was observed in the injury site at
4.99×10-1 ms, with subsequent occurrences of negative pressure in the injury site. Such
oscillatory pressure profiles lead to sudden compression and tension in the local areas
(coup, countercoup, and injury sites) of the brain with little movement of the head. This
trend of little or no injury to the head or scalp, but substantial damage to the brain, has
been observed in case studies of war fighters encountering bTBI (Elsayed, 2007;
Mayorga, 1997).
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Figure 6.4

Sagittal view of the brain with the pressure contour snapshots at (a)
4.99×10-1, (b) 8.32×10-1, and (b) 11.14×10-1 ms that correlates well with
(d ) the hyperintensity region reported by Warden et al. (2009) for a war
fighter who encountered bTBI. Negative pressures represent positive
tensile stresses.

Additionally, the injury site lies outside the coup and countercoup sites. Previous
studies (Nahum et al., 1977; Kleiven, 2002; Elsayed, 2007) have argued that the
countercoup site was the primary area of injury. However, Fig. 6.4 shows that the injury
occurs outside the coup or countercoup site. As seen in Fig. 6.4, the peak negative
pressure at injury site correlates well with the real world blast scenario reported by
Warden et al. (2009).
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Figure 6.5

Plots of von Mises versus time at the (a) coup site, (b) countercoup, and
(c) injury sites of the brain in the human head FE model.

Figure 6.5 presents the von Mises plots over time at coup and countercoup sites.
In contrast to the pressure plots (Fig. 6.3), the von Mises plots are an order-of-magnitude
lower than pressure. Further the oscillatory pattern of von Mises less pronounced with a
mean value of 0.03 MPa at the coup and countercoup sites. The fluctuation of von Mises
occurred around the mean value (0.03 MPa) with a range of ±1.00×10-2 MPa. In contrast,
the range of oscillation for pressure was ±1.0 MPa for the coup site and ±6.00×10-1 MPa
at the countercoup site (Fig. 6.3). Hence, the pressure fluctuations have more deleterious
effect in causing bTBI.
As observed in Fig. 6.4, no injury was noted on the coup site of the brain where
localized effects of von Mises was observed in the FE simulation. In fact the injury site
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for the war fighter correlated well with the negative pressure (tensile pressure)
concentration at the injury site observed in FE simulation. Hence, in bTBI, the role
pressure in damaging the micro-structures of brain is far more pronounced than that of
von Mises (shear stress). While previous studies (El Sayed et al., 2008; Chafi et al., 2010)
have noted that shear stress plays a significant role in bTBI, the current work shows that
bTBI is a pressure dominated phenomenon. In an experimental study on sheep head
trauma, Anderson et al. (1997) showed that the shear stress plays a key role in TBI. The
threshold value of shear stress was assessed to be in the range of 8.24×10-3 - 1.60×10-2
MPa. While Kang et al.’s (1997) experimental study showed the deleterious role of shear
stress in sheep, they may not apply in apples-to-apples fashion in the current study due to
the BCs and the head geometry differences (sheep head versus human head).
Similar to pressure and von Mises, the maximum principal strain profile were nonuniform. Again, the local concentrations occurred at the coup, countercoup and injury
sites. Further, the local concentration sites of the maximum principal strain correlated
well with the peak positive and negative pressure regions, indicating a dominant role of
the pressure in bTBI.
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Figure 6.6

Plots of maximum principal strain versus time at the (a) coup site, (b)
countercoup, and (c) injury sites of the brain in the human head FE model.

Figure 6.6 presents the maximum principal strain plots in the coup, countercoup,
and injury sites. The maximum principal strain plots at the coup and countercoup sites
show an oscillatory pattern with peak strain in the vicinity of 6.00×10-2. The oscillatory
pattern of expansion and contraction could be attributed to the dominant role of pressure.

Blast FE Simulation Conclusions
The results from our FE simulations show that the stress state during a blast was
highly non-uniform, with higher stress states around the coup and countercoup sites. The
current study is the first one its kind in validating a real world Boundary Value Problem
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(BVP) in a war fighter’s bTBI. The pressure values at the coup, countercoup and injury
sites vary from positive to negative and vice-versa in short duration of time. Such rapid
fluctuation of the pressure wave cause sudden acceleration and deceleration in the brain;
leading to neuron degeneration, cerebral contusion, and DAI. The interaction of the shock
waves with the skull and subsequent reflection at the countercoup site produces peak
negative pressure (tensile pressure) at the countercoup site. The 3-Dimensional effect of
the skull in causing the blast wave to reflect of the free surface of the skull was
significant. The subsequent reflections of the blast wave occurred at other points in the
skull, that is, outside the coup and countercoup site. Such reflections outside the coup and
countercoup sites lead to the injury in the cerebellum (injury site). The peak negative
pressure observed in the injury site correlated well with the MRI data reported by Warden
et al. (2009). The above mentioned damage to the brain is akin to spalling in metals at
high strain rates (Meyers and Taylor Aimone, 1983), where high tensile stresses arise in a
small volume of the material. Finally, the current human head model could be readily
used to further study the pathophysiology of the bTBI and analyze by modeling other
reported real world cases of bTBI.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS

The brain is a complex organ and its response to the mechanical impact at all strain rates
is nonlinear and inelastic in nature. The following summarize the conclusions in the
current research work:
•

High strain rate compressive tests, conducted using a SHPB, on porcine brain
samples showed an inelastic behavior. The mechanical responses of the brain
samples were marked by an initial hardening (yielding) trend, followed by a
softening, and then strain hardening at larger strains. The true stress-strain
response was also observed to be strain rate dependent.

•

A specific material model, MSU TP Ver. 1.1, was used to model brain’s response
and calibrated the experimental data. The SHPB setup was then simulated in
ABAQUS/Explicit, with material model for brain being MSU TP Ver. 1.1. Finite
Element Analysis (FEA) of the SHPB tests revealed the presence of non-uniform
stress state during testing. FE simulations of the SHPB test in ABAQUS show
that the axial stress σ33was primarily concentrated in the central region of the
specimen and was not homogeneous.
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•

Song et al.’s (2007) assertion of cutting a circular hole to negate inertial effects
was not completely valid and would deplete a quintessential part of the material’s
mechanical response. Further FE simulations showed that the central part of the
brain sample alone gave a uniaxial stress state for loading direction stress (σ33).
Hence, cutting the central region of the brain specimen would take away the only
part of the sample which gave a uniaxial stress state.

•

The fixed (or glued) vs. frictionless (or lubricated) contact property between the
bars and the sample also played a key role in influencing the stress state. The
fixed contact property gave a higher initial peak stress when compared to that of
frictionless contact property.

•

High strain rate experimental results of the wet (~80% wt. /wt.) and dry (~0% wt.
/wt.) brain showed strong strain rate dependence but with two different
phenomenological behaviors. The wet brain’s behavior was marked by an initial
hardening trend, followed by a strain-softening, and then strain-hardening
(concave-up) at high strains, but the dry brain’s response the stress-strain behavior
was marked by an initial toe region with an elastic response up to a “yield point”
and then followed by a work hardening at larger strains.

•

At quasi-static strain rates, the wet brain’s behavior was marked by an initial toe
region and then by concave-up strain hardening similar to other soft tissue
phenomenological behavior. But the dry brain’s response at quasi-static response
was again to that at high strain rate. The yield point was observed strain rate
insensitive.
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•

Experimental results high strain rates revealed a rather large range of error bands.
Uncertainty analysis was employed to the high strain rate experimental results of
wet brain. The resultant uncertainty bounds, at each strain rate, gave the range
within which the data trusted to lay 95% of time (95% confidence level). Further,
using silicone gel’s stress-strain responses, the sample-to-sample uncertainty of
porcine brain extracted. The rather large sample-to-sample uncertainty bands were
attributed to variations arising from changes in sample extraction location and the
age and gender of the pig.

•

FE blast simulation of the human head, using ABAQUS/Explicit, showed high
frequency pressure waves impacting the brain at coup, countercoup and injury
sites. The pressure values at these sites vary from positive to negative and viceversa in short duration of time. Such rapid fluctuation of the pressure wave cause
sudden acceleration and deceleration in the brain; leading to neuron degeneration,
cerebral contusion and DAI. The peak negative pressure observed outside the
countercoup site correlated well with the MRI data reported by Warden et al.
(2009).
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CHAPTER VIII
FUTURE WORK

Parametric Study on Testing Porcine Brain Using SHPB
A parametric study ensuing the role of sample dimensions, density, viscosity,
impedance, geometries (cylindrical vs. annular), temperature and pressure could be used
find the range of optimal testing conditions. The results of the parametric study could
then be used to assess the sensitivities in the various parameters used in testing porcine
brain using SHPB setup. Further, the sensitivities of these parameters could be used in
evaluating the FE modeling uncertainty.

Simulation Based Design of the Compressive SHPB to Test Soft Biological Materials
Current SHPB experimental setups have not been able to circumvent the nonhomogeneity in the stress state of the sample under test. The existing FEM of SHPB
(Prabhu et al., 2011) could be further modified and fine-tuned to obtain an experimental
configuration that would give homogeneous stress state. Simulation based design is
effective in reducing the time involved in optimizing the SHPB setup.
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Coupled Experiment/FEM design of Tensile and Torsional SHPB for Soft Biological
Materials
Experimental study of the tensile and torsional behavior of porcine brain and
other soft biological materials has not been extensively conducted. Critical to obtaining
experimental data is a viable experimental setup that would provide homogeneous stress
state in the sample during testing. The iterative use of experiments and FEM to design
and optimize the experimental setup is convenient in saving time and reducing cost that is
involved is testing different test configurations. Further, the experimental results obtained
would provide the world’s first stress-state of the brain (and other soft biological
materials) at high strain rates.

In-situ Microstructural Characterization of Soft Biological Materials at High Strain
Rates
Since the integrity of a soft tissue sample after a high strain rate test is
compromised, novel techniques to monitor the microstructural changes are needed.
Possible biomarkers could be injected in the specimen before and its luminescence
monitor during the test. The obtained results for microstructural changes could be
incorporated into ISV-based material model through microstructure-property
relationships.
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Design of Blast Load Experimental Setup
The SHPB currently is constrained in studying blast related deformations as the strain
rate for testing soft tissues peaks at 5000 s-1. But strain rates for blast related injuries are
of the order of 104 s-1. Hence, a new air gun based shock wave system is needed to
generate such high strain rates during the experiment. The results of the experimental
results could then be used to model the brain’s tissue deformation in the shock wave
regime.

Uncertainty analysis of the microstructural data
Uncertainty analysis of the microstructural data obtained from mechanical tests would
enable the modeler to assess the uncertainty involved in a particular microstructureproperty relationship. The key in such uncertainty analysis is translating the visual (pixel
related) uncertainty to the uncertainty arising in microstructural changes.

Uncertainty Analysis of MSU TP Ver. 1.1 and the SHPB FEM
Uncertainty analysis of the material model MSU TP Ver. 1.1and the sensitivities of
the material constants used needs to be quantified. Finally, the quantified uncertainties for
the constants needs to be passed to the FEM and design stage where informed decisions
on the design could be made based on the uncertainty intervals of the various constants.
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Development of a New Head Injury Criterion (HIC)
Current HIC represent the stresses or strains associated with the trauma. Often
they do not apply for complex history dependent deformations of the human brain.
Hence, a new HIC needs to be developed that keeps tracks of the history effects and the
stress state of the tissue. Further, it should easily translate to a simple ten-scale system
that could be used medical professionals to assess damage and trauma to the brain.

FEA of a Novel Football Helmet Design
Using the currently calibrated material model for brain (MSU TP Ver. 1.1),
numerical calculations of the various designs for helmet could be performed to
understand the mechanism of TBI during blunt force trauma. Based on the analyses of the
various configurations, the design could be optimized to provide a minimum value for the
new HIC.

FEA of the Novel GI Helmet Design
The results from blast loads simulations could be used in assessing the various
helmet designs that are better in mitigating shock waves. Blast load FE simulations of the
head with various helmet design could conducted to arrive at an optimal design for GI
helmet. The various components of the helmet could be optimized to dampen the shock
waves from a blast.
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APPENDIX
SHPB THEORY AND TESTING
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The SHPB comprises a striker bar, an incident bar, and a transmitted bar (Figure A.1). A
specimen is placed between the incident and transmitted bars, and the striker bar is
propelled at a specified velocity, hitting the incident bar and causing compression on the
specimen lodged between the two previously mentioned bars; strain gages are
implemented to collect the data.

Incident Bar

Striker Bar

Figure A.1

Transmitted Bar

Sample

Strain Gage 1

Strain Gage 2

Schematic of Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB).

Figure A.2 is the customized SPHB used for testing porcine brain samples at Mississippi
State University. Figure A.3 depicts harvesting process of samples from porcine brain.
Table A.1

Dimensions and material properties of the polymeric bars used in SplitHopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) setup.

Material
Density (kg/m3)
Diameter (m)
Length (m)

Striker Bar
1-1/2”Polycarbonate
(PC) rod*
1.220×103
1.285×10-3
7.620×10-1

Incident bar
1-1/2”Polycarbonate
(PC) rod*
1.220×103
3.810×10-2
2.438

Transmitted Bar
1-1/2”Polycarbonate
(PC) rod*
1.220×103
3.810×10-3
1.219

*McMaster-CarrTM 1-1/2” PC rod (McMaster-CarrTM, Chicago, IL, USA).
Table A.1 specifies the details of the polymeric bars used in the SHPB setup. A
list of the measurement parts used in the SHPB apparatus is given in Table A.2.
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The theory for SHPB is based on classical mechanics of elastic wave propagation in the
bars and on the principle of superposition of waves.

Figure A.2

An overview of customized polymer Split-Hopkinson Pressure Bar
(SHPB) used for testing porcine brain samples.

Figure A.3

Sample extraction from fresh (< 3 hour post-mortem) from (a) porcine
brain, and (b) sample extraction using a 30 mm inner diameter die in the
superior-inferior direction.
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In elastic wave propagation theory, stress, strain and particle velocity are caused
due to a single pressure wave (here compressive) are proportional to each other. Hence,
knowledge of a single pressure wave at any cross-section of the bars enables us to
calculate the wave nature at any other cross-section. Using the knowledge of incident
wave and reflected wave at any cross-section and through the principle of superposition,
stress, strain and particle velocity can be calculated. Here the stress, the strain and the
particle velocity are simply the sum of those related to the incident wave and reflected
wave, which are in opposite directions (Zhao and Gary, 1997). The specific wave energy,

Ws absorbed by the specimen is given by

Ws = Wi − (Wo + Wr )

(A.1)

which is the equation for energy balance. Here Wi is the energy of the incident wave, Wo
is the energy of the transmitted wave and Wr is the energy of the reflected wave. Stress
state homogeneity and balance of input and output are assumed.
According to Zhao et al (1997), the following equations are good approximations to
calculate the forces and displacements at the ends, which take into account of dispersion
and dampening of the waves. Here
Vo ( t ) = − ci ( ε i ( t ) −ε r ( t ))

(A.2)

Vo ( t ) = − coε i ( t )

(A.3)
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Fi ( t ) = S bi Ei ( ε i ( t ) −ε r ( t ))

(A.4)

Fo ( t ) = S bo Eoε i ( t )

(A.5)

whereV is the velocity, F is the force, Sb is the cross sectional area of the bar, E Young’s
modulus of the incident and transmitted bars, and c is the speed of the wave. Subscript i
and o represent variables on the incident and transmitted bars, respectively. The
expressions for true strain and true stress are then given as

 &
 1 − ε n (t ) 


ε t (t ) = − ln

σ t (t ) =

1

F (t )
(1 − 2νε n (t )).
S s (0)

(A.6)

(A.7)

(A.8)

t

ε n (t ) = ∫ εn (t )dt ,
0

with
 Vi (t ) − Vo (t ) 

l s (0)



εn (t ) = 

where εt(t) is the true strain, εn(t) is the nominal strain,

εn (t ) is the nominal strain rate,

ls(0) is the initial length of the sample (undeformed), F(t) is the force, Ss(0) is the is initial
cross sectional area of the sample and ν Poisson’s ratio (which is equal to 0.5 for
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incompressible materials). The above formulae are applicable to compression, with
positive strains.
The energy absorbed by the sample can then be also calculated as
t

Ws = ∫ σ t ( x)εt ( x)dx

(A.9)

0

where the strain rate

εt (t ) is given by
ε (t ) 

 1 − ε n (t ) 


εt (t ) = − ln

The quality of the data can be verified by comparing the energy absorbed by the
specimen to the energy calculated from the equation (A.1).
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(A.10)

